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Thoughts for the Road

Unless something traumatic happens to you,
you may never know that SKPs are not just
members of “another RV club.” They are a
part of a special “help-each-other” network.

Don Gabler #14182, Peterson Spirit
Award recipient, exemplifies the spirit
of Escapees. Read about Don and the
other nominees on page 66.

Like our pioneer forefathers, we SKPs
travel for extended periods. Alone on the
road, we know we must depend on and
help each other. It is the type of dependence you find on the Alaska Highway
or the outback of Australia where that
unwritten law still prevails that you don’t
drive past someone who looks as if they
need help. It’s a cosmic law followed by
those of us who know that “I must help
you today because tomorrow I may need
someone’s help.”
Maybe it is something as simple as bringing a bowl of soup to a sick neighbor. Maybe
it’s taking care of a dog while its owner
attends to some emergency. And maybe it’s
towing a widow’s trailer a thousand miles.
SKPs do whatever has to be done. Call it
Pioneer Philosophy. Call it SKP Philosophy.
Call it Caring and Sharing. Call it whatever
you want.
Belonging to Escapees is like finding a
pile of gold. The shovel may cost you $40 a
year, but how else will you collect the gold?
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“Even if its only a kind word
or a hug, you have the
power to make a difference
in someone’s life.”
When a tragedy or an unfortunate situation arises, it’s good to
know you have friends and family
there to offer a helping hand. Help
can come in many forms, from
driving you to a doctor appointment to the offering of a hot meal.
These actions can make a huge
difference in your life during a
difficult time. My husband and I
found this out firsthand over the
summer, and our hearts were
overwhelmed at the outpouring of
support in our time of need.

A
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lthough RVers may not have their
immediate family and close friends
nearby, Escapees members have
each other, their Escapees RV
community family to count on. As you can
see from The Peterson Spirit Award recipients (page 66), the caring and sharing spirit
that has always been a part of Escapees is
still very much alive and well within the club.
Chances are, you may have already experienced this caring spirit while traveling.
While you are enjoying this shoulder
season of travel, remember to share goodwill
with others. Even if it’s only a kind word
or a hug, you have the power to make a
difference in someone’s life. Don’t pass up an
opportunity. And if you are ever in need of
assistance, don’t be afraid to reach out and
ask for help. I wish you all a wonderful fall
season full of RV adventures, fun and
newfound friends.
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On the Cover
Paul and Heather Ryan #140561 have
lived and worked on the road since 2017.
This photo of the Ryans’ outdoor office
in Saratoga Springs, NY, highlights the
benefits of working from the road.
Despite putting in long hours to help their
businesses grow, they still find ways to
make the most of every location.
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The written material within this publication is provided for educational or informational
purposes only and is not intended to be a substitute for professional advice. Escapees
makes no effort to verify the information in this publication and, therefore, Escapees
does not guarantee the quality, accuracy, completeness or timeliness of the contributors’ submissions. Escapees shall not be responsible for any direct, indirect, special,
incidental or consequential damages arising out of, or in connection with, the use of
the materials herein.
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TV That Travels With You

DISH Outdoors In 3 Easy Steps
Call 1-877-740-5082

USE CODE “ESCP”
FOR $50 OFF A SATELLITE ANTENNA BUNDLE*

Visit DISHForMyRV.com/Escapees or call 1-877-740-5082
*With the purchase of a DISH Solo HD receiver and DISH-compatible antenna. Offer limit one per customer. Must mention coupon code at time of order. Not valid
on previous purchases. Minimum programming requirement may apply.
View packages for complete details. For Pay-As-You-Go service, all charges, including monthly programming, pay-per-view and equipment upgrades, must be
paid in advance; failure to pay by due date will lead to service disconnection within 24 hours. All prices, packages, programming, features, functionality and
offers subject to change without notice. State reimbursement charges may apply. Additional restrictions apply.

Mark, My Words
Your RV Questions
By MARK NEMETH #45776, Escapees Technical Advisor
Send your questions via e-mail to techquestions@escapees.com

Get a
Grip
Q. I have trouble
disconnecting sewer
hoses from each other
and from the sewer
connection at the
campsite. The diameter
is too large to get my
hands around to grip
and loosen. I have tried
three different hose
brands. Do you have
any suggestions?

Magazine
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A. Try lubricating the rubber seals
and the flanges and ears of the connectors with a little Vaseline. That
usually makes them a lot easier to
connect and disconnect. If that’s still
not helpful enough, there are sewer
hose wrenches available to give you
more leverage. They don’t seem to
be well reviewed; most folks say
they’re too flimsy and don’t work
well, but they’re cheap and worth a
try. There are several different ones
out there.
You can also try cutting a square
of non-slip RV shelf liner and use
it on the fitting to help you get a
better grip.
This stuff also works great on
stuck jar lids and other places where
you need to “get a grip.”

Rhino Sewer Fitting
Wrench, 2 Pack
PHOTO COURTESY OF
CAMPING WORLD.
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GREASE FITTING ON DUMP VALVE
Q. What can I use, with or without water, to lubricate the waste valves in my gray-water
and black-water tanks? I have had the cables replaced but they are still hard to pull
out or push in to close. I flush the black-water tank every time I empty it.

Ron
A. Since you already replaced the cables, we will concentrate on the valves.
A lot depends on whether or not you can get to your valves. If they are
inaccessible, then about all you can do is add a lubricant to the holding
tanks. They sell various slide lubricants at RV stores, but I’ve had good
results using just olive oil. You drain the tanks, then close the dump valves
and pour a small amount of olive oil (like ¼ cup) into the black tank through
the toilet and do the same in the shower drain. In the shower, run some
water down the drain to carry the oil past the P-trap and into the tank. Let it
sit for an hour, then rapidly work each valve open and shut; this usually helps
get the lubricant into the seals and loosens the valve.
If you can access the dump valves, there’s a better fix: Drill and tap each
valve body for an automotive grease fitting (commonly called “zerks”). You
can then use a grease gun to force grease into the valve body to lubricate
the valve. This works really well, and you don’t have to add grease frequently, maybe once or twice a year.

“If you can access the dump valves,
there’s a better fix: Drill and
tap each valve body for an
automotive grease fitting…”

Mark, My Words

RV Roof Repair

Q. We had a large branch break off of a tree and spear through the roof of our 36'
Outback travel trailer. We were able to remove the large limb, and luckily it didn’t hit
the slideout or interfere with any electrical wiring. The hole is about 10" to a one foot
in diameter, and the roofing around the hole has caved in (about four inches). The tree
went all the way through and damaged the ceiling tile and insulation. Is it possible to
repair this damage on our own using a metal sheet, foil-faced foam/insulating sheets
and FlexSeal products? I see that FlexSeal not only comes in caulking cans, but in
gallon cans as well. Would this product be adequate to cover over and repair the roof
once the metal sheet is in place? Is there another product you can recommend? Also,
can we order a replacement ceiling tile from Camping World? Dealers have quoted
$2,500–$3,000 to repair it. Since the damage is basically repairing a hole in the roof/
ceiling, and my husband and I are handy, I wanted your opinion on the possibility of
home repair and products you might recommend.

HOT WATER TANK
THERMOSTAT

Q. We’ve been powering the hot water
tank in our RV trailer with electricity
for the last few years, and it has been
working great. However, it recently
stopped producing hot water, and
instead, the water is now lukewarm.
Thinking it was the water heater element,
we installed a new one. This was to no
avail. The original element, when tested
in a pail of water, still works and the
water gets hot when we turn on the gas.
What should we do next?

Debra

Wayne

A. I can’t see the damage, so I’m really guessing here. First, I’d strongly recommend having that work done by a qualified RV repair facility. They’ll have
the best access to the right materials to match things like ceiling tiles and
trim, and they’ll usually guarantee the work. If you want to do it yourself, you
need to repair the roof with the proper materials, not just make a big
patch for it. How close is that hole to any roof loads or weaknesses, like
air conditioners or roof vents? A hole that big may have damaged the
structure of the roof. You’ll need to cut back into the roof on the inside
far enough to repair any support structure that was damaged. Then,
you’ll need to repair the resultant larger hole with materials that match
the ones originally used; otherwise, you’ll someday be faced with
trying to sell a trailer with a badly patched hole in the roof. To seal the
repaired roof, I suggest you stick to products that are designed for RV
roofs. The Dicor Products website is a good place to start; they specialize in RV roof repair and maintenance products. Eternabond roof repair
tape might work to seal the roof if the hole isn’t too big. Remember that
RVs move, so any repair you do must be vibration and flex proof.

A. This is probably an easy fix.
There’s a thermostat somewhere on
the water heater tank that controls
the electric element. Sometimes it’s
on the front of the heater
(outside the rig), sometimes
on the back (inside). If you
have an Atwood heater, the
thermostat looks something
like the image at left.
That thermostat is either
going bad or needs adjusting.
If memory serves, some
Suburban heaters use the
same thermostat for both
gas and electric, but I’m not
certain about that, so look for a
similar thermostat assembly. They
are inexpensive and fairly easy
to replace if you can get to them.
Be sure to unplug the rig from AC
power before you mess with it!

Storage and Battery Maintenance

Kimberly

SEND YOUR QUESTIONS TO
TECHQUESTIONS@ESCAPEES.COM

September/October 2019
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A. If you’re going to cover those panels, you’ll need to do something to provide for battery charging during the storage period. It’s best to disconnect
the batteries from the RV. That will eliminate any phantom loads that tend to
drain the batteries over time. Then, you can either remove the batteries and
place them somewhere for storage, like in a garage or shed, or you can leave
them on the trailer. Since batteries tend to self-discharge slowly in storage,
you’ll need to either put a battery maintainer on them, or charge them
overnight once a month with an automotive battery charger. Check water
levels each time you charge them, or once every month or two. The solar
system, being covered, won’t be producing any power, but if there’s a fuse or
disconnect for the solar system (there usually is), it’s a good idea to disable
the system for storage. If you can’t, just make sure that the disconnected
battery terminals are isolated from each other and the vehicle frame, and
don’t uncover the panels until you have the batteries hooked back up.

DO YOU HAVE A QUESTION FOR
MARK? Submissions must not contain
commercial advertising or consumer
advocacy issues. Due to the large
volume of material and correspondence
submitted, we may be unable to reply
or acknowledge receipt of your material.
Material will be edited. Questions and
answers with the highest general
interest may be repeated in subsequent
issues. Questions can be sent by mail to
“Mark, My Words” Column, 100 Rainbow
Drive, Livingston, TX 77351-9300 or to
techquestions@escapees.com.

ESCAPEES

Q. I have been looking at RVs for about 10 years with the hope of someday working
from the road. I recently purchased a small 14' travel trailer that has solar power on
the roof with two batteries. I will be storing the trailer for the winter, and I want to
put a cover or a tarp on it while in storage. What should I do about the batteries not
charging? Do I need to disconnect anything for the solar power system while in storage?

Weight and Safety
The RVer’s
Ultimate
Survival Guide
TO ORDER, CALL
936-327-8873, OR VISIT
WWW.ESCAPEES.COM/STORE.
AVAILABLE IN BOOK OR CD

Roadway
Markings
and Signs
By JIM KOCA #86367
Escapees RVers Boot Camp Instructor

As we travel down the road in our RVs, we are bombarded with roadway
markings and traffic signs. Road signs have been providing directions since the
Roman Empire, but the standardization of roadway markings and signs started
in the 1940s when the United States federal government took a leading role.

Magazine
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hite or yellow markings on any roadway are information for the
driver. The white lane markings indicate traffic is traveling in the
same direction. Broken white lines indicate that you can change
lanes when it is safe to do so, and a solid white line requires you
to stay within the lane in which you are traveling. It also indicates the shoulder
of the roadway. Yellow markings indicate that traffic is approaching you from
the opposite direction and is used to identify the center of the roadway.
Road signs that we encounter while traveling communicate what to expect.
Drivers should learn to recognize these signs by their color and shape.
The familiar white sign with black letters indicates speed limits and other
regulatory requirements. Some regulatory signs, such as a stop sign, do
not enter, or prohibition sign, will have a red color. A warning sign, such as
a railroad crossing or a bridge height sign, will be yellow. Green is used on
guidance signs like mile markers and exit signs. Service signs, such as rest
stops or tourist information, will be blue, whereas brown signs are used for
recreation or cultural interests. Look for orange signs to provide guidance or
warnings in construction zones.
Besides the familiar octagonal stop sign, drivers should also recognize
a diamond for warnings, a rectangle as a means to reveal regulations or
directions, an inverted triangle as a call to yield the right-of-way, a pennant
for no passing and a shield for route marking. When navigating crossings,
look for a circle to indicate railroad and a pentagon for school zones.
These signs and highway markings are used alone and in combination to
control traffic and create an environment that makes safe driving easier.
September/October 2019

The SmartWeigh program provides
accurate individual wheel weights
for your RV, toad and tow vehicle,
and it will help you to trim the
pounds if needed.

WEIGH IN!

Weighing appointments are available
Mon—Fri, 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m. Other
times may be available. Call for information.

BUSHNELL, FLORIDA
Sumter Oaks • 240-291-8603

CONGRESS, ARIZONA
North Ranch • 509-999-4429

LIVINGSTON, TEXAS
Rainbow’s End • 936-327-8873
SmartWeigh weighing
is available at Escapade!
www.escapees.com/
smartweigh

The highest level of
roadside assistance
for RVers at $99/year.

Premium RV roadside assistance and benefits
Escapees RV Club is proud to bring you Escapees
Roadside Assistance. This program, powered
by SafeRide Motor Club, offers the highest
level of roadside assistance for RVers at an
affordable price: only $99/year!

Towing • 24/7 Tech Assistance
Mobile Mechanic • Jump-starts
Unlimited Service Calls
Mobile Tire Assistance and more!

For more information, call 877-803-3075.

www.escapees.com/roadsideassistance

Head Out Programs are created and
customized for all RVers.
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New
Orleans—The Big Easy HOP
March 22–27, 2020
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New Orleans, “The Big Easy,” is a melting pot of music, food and culture. It is one of the most fascinating cities in the
United States, rich in history, and is known for the French Quarter, Jackson Square and the National WWII Museum. In the
French Quarter, enjoy decadent beignets, Cajun coffee or savor mixed drinks in the restaurants and bars that line Bourbon
Street. New Orleans has unique folklore, traditions and burial styles. While touring the city, you will see historical aboveground caskets, known as crypts. Stop in the French Quarter for a Cajun and Creole lunch. On a swamp boat excursion,
learn the history of the Cajun bayous, the nesting grounds for many species of birds, alligators and other animals that call
the swamps home. Upon returning to the dock, enjoy a famous Louisiana Country Boil for lunch. Enjoy the rocking chairs,
and a cold glass of Southern sweet tea on the porches of the South’s most beautiful historical plantations. See original
artifacts and family heirlooms. Complete the tour with a Southern-style lunch. And what would a trip to New Orleans be
without learning the fascinating history of the Mardi Gras floats and what goes into building them!
CAFE DU MONDE NEAR JACKSON SQUARE IN THE NEW ORLEANS’ FRENCH QUARTER. PHOTO COURTESY OF LOUISIANA OFFICE OF TOURISM.

UPCOMING HOP EVENTS
THE BALLOON FIESTA HOP
(HEAD OUT PROGRAM)

THE CARIBBEAN
CRUISE HOP

ROSE PARADE HOP

OCTOBER 04–13, 2019 (3 OPTIONS)

OCTOBER 20–27, 2019

Albuquerque, New Mexico
Price Range: $985–$1,350

Galveston, Texas
Price PP: $547–$887

Pasadena, California
Prices: $927–$1,825

DEC 27, 2019–JAN 3, 2020

NEW ORLEANS—
THE BIG EASY HOP
MARCH 22–27, 2020

New Orleans, Louisiana
Prices: $725–$1,399

www.escapees.com/hops

registration@escapees.com | Land HOPs: 936-327-8873 | Cruises: 855-757-8881

ALASKA BY LAND, SEA
AND TRAIN CRUISE HOP
MAY 17–29, 2020

Anchorage, Alaska
Prices: $2,489–$3,259 pp
Includes 5 days on land and 7 days cruising

MOAB OUTDOOR
ADVENTURE HOP
(HEAD OUT PROGRAM)

MURDER AT RAINBOW’S
END HOP
MYSTERY DINNER SHOW

NEW YORK CITY AND THE
HUDSON RIVER VALLEY HOP

MAY 28–JUNE 2, 2020

JUNE 23, 2020

Moab, Utah
Prices: $595–$895

Rock Springs, Wyoming
Prices: $TBD

New York/Hudson River Valley
Price Range: $965–$1,580

JULY 12–17, 2020
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FOR EVENT DETAILS AND A COMPLETE LIST OF ALL HOP EVENTS, VISIT OR CALL

ESCAPEES

Join fellow Escapees for HOP events: theme-related
venues and activities at unique and scenic locations!

RV Gadget Box

POWER SURGE PROTECTOR

Magazine

Compiled by MARK NEMETH #45776, Escapees Technical Advisor
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As we add more electronic goodies to our RVs, the need
for surge protection grows. And it’s not just electrical
surges. More power-hungry RVs increasingly challenge the
RV park electrical environment, and low park voltage can
harm appliances in your RV. Hughes Autoformers recently
released the Power Watchdog, a new surge protector that
offers up to 4,800 joules of advanced surge protection for
your coach. This unit will automatically shut off power if
the voltage drops below 104 V or goes over 132 V. It also
detects dangerous wiring issues, such as an open ground
or neutral or reverse polarity. Once power conditions are
normal and stable for 90 seconds, the unit will turn back
on automatically.

T

he surge board is user-replaceable. That’s important because, as the unit stops incoming surges, the
protection devices inside are “used up.” When the
surge protection needs to be replaced, the unit
will show an error code. It will continue to protect against
wiring problems and voltage issues, but won’t stop surges.
Best of all, the Watchdog has built-in Bluetooth connectivity. You can monitor live park power conditions on
your smartphone in real time! You can opt for text alerts
to warn you of power problems sensed by the unit, see
voltage, current and wattage, and there’s even a wattage

counter that will monitor your total kilowatt hours used.
The counter can be reset whenever you like.
I tested the 30A version on my RV. I found the app
relatively easy to install and set up on my android
phone. The unit has a good Bluetooth range: I was able
to stay connected out to about 100 feet. It’s nice to be
able to see voltage and current in real time, and the
energy counter is handy, too. The unit is relatively large,
about 12" x 5" x 3", so stowing it may be a challenge for
small rigs, but I think it’s worth the effort.
When you get to your campsite, plug the Power
Watchdog into the receptacle and check to be sure the
Watchdog’s face, on the unit, is glowing white. That signifies the power receptacle is safe to use. If there’s any
problem, the dog’s face turns red, and the unit displays
an error code. If the dog is happy, plug your RV power
cord into the unit and go on with your life.
POWER WATCHDOG SMART SURGE PROTECTOR WITH EPO
Hughes Autoformers, 1523 North Harmony Cir., Anaheim, CA 92807
888-540-1504, info@autoformers.com • PRODUCT PRICING: $229—$256
WWW.HUGHESAUTOFORMERS.COM/POWER-WATCHDOG-SMART-SURGE-PROTECTORS

Hughes Autoformers is currently offering a special 15% discount for
Escapees members on all Hughes products.
Discount code: escapees15 • Offer expires 10/31/19.

SHARE YOUR FAVORITE RV GADGET!
E-mail your innovative RV gadget to techquestions@escapees.com.
FIND TERMS, CONDITIONS AND RULES FOR PRODUCT SUBMISSIONS AT GADGETBOX.ESCAPEES.COM.
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A TOTAL SUPPORT NETWORK FOR ALL RVERS
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Premier Transfer Flow
Fuel Tank with ReliaSteel®

Only Premier Steel Fuel Tanks Will
Keep Up with a 6,500 lb. Truck.
Since 1983, Transfer Flow has been engineering excellence and crafting
premier fuel tank systems from the highest quality American materials.
Transfer Flow fuel tanks are made with ReliaSteel®, U.S. aluminized
steel, to withstand strong weather elements and heavy use.
Plastic aftermarket tanks are made using rotational molding, which
results in varied thickness and may require additional parts,
including expensive underbody plates for protection.
Transfer Flow fuel tanks ship complete with
everything needed for installation. Rest easy
knowing that your Transfer Flow fuel tank is
safe, legal, reliable, and backed by our 6-year,
unlimited mileage warranty to keep your
adventure going mile after mile.

®

REPLACEMENT TANKS REFUELING TANKS

(530) 809-3945 I TransferFlow.com

IN-BED TANKS

TOOL BOX COMBOS

Viewfinder

UNEXPECTED SURPRISE

While traveling between Greenland and
Ontonagon, in Michigan, during 2014, this
strange sight made me pull over. Did the
people on the nearby farm do this as a joke?

We were boondocking in Sedona,
Arizona, on Easter morning. My
husband Larry was on the roof,
cleaning the solar panels, when
he was surprised by this hot air
balloon, which landed next to
our trailer.

BY SARAH MCMURRAY #114694

BY JOYCE SPACE #61818

I am a full-time solo RVer in my third year.
This “Oh, wow!” moment happened after
a heavy downpour last summer. That is
my Casita in the bottom right corner.

Magazine

BY SUSAN TATE #131213
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SHARE YOUR VIEW—A NEW THEME EVERY ISSUE
With each submission, include your name, Escapees membership number, a description of the photo and the name of the photographer, even if
you took the photo. Only a few photos will be selected for each issue. Submissions do not qualify for payment.
JF20 (Due Sept. 10) RV Office View: Does your RV office view change
often? Show us one of the fabulous perks of working from the road.

MJ20 (Due Jan. 10) Sacred Ground

MA20 (Due Nov. 10) Cultural Experience: Diversity makes each one of us
special. Show us one of your amazing RVing cultural experiences.

SO20 (Due May 10) RV Garden

JA20 (Due March 10) RV Life in a Photo

TO SUBMIT PHOTOS FOR “VIEWFINDER,” SEND UNALTERED DIGITAL PHOTOS AS E-MAIL ATTACHMENTS TO VIEWFINDER@ESCAPEES.COM.
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Tips
Helpful Hints, Ideas and Solutions for Today’s RVer
Read these and other tips online at WWW.ESCAPEES.COM/BLOG.
E-mailed submissions can be sent to DEPARTMENTSEDITOR@ESCAPEES.COM.

6 TIPS for Your Holding Tanks
cleaning chemicals, there are
those who swear by using ice.
You get a couple of large bags
of ice and dump them into your
toilet before taking off on the
road. The theory is that the ice
acts as an abrasive as it gets
thrown around the tank while
you drive and then melts for
easy dumping.

Holding tanks are not
maintenance-free.
These six tips can help
keep your holding tanks
dumping as regular as an
Activia commercial.

1

2

Keep Things Flowing

Use the Right
Toilet Paper

RV/marine toilet paper
is designed to break up
thoroughly and quickly once it’s
wet. If you want to be as safe
as possible, then use RV toilet
paper. Most toilet paper that is
rated “septic safe” is designed to break up quickly. Many
RVers find it to be effective and cheaper than RV-specific
toilet paper. If you would like to use a more affordable
brand, purchase a roll and drop a square into a glass
of water. If it breaks up in about 10 minutes, it will also
break up in your tank, and it’s probably safe to use.

3

Only Dump Toilet Paper

4

Clean and Sanitize Your Fresh Water Tank

Your RV manual will have your manufacturer’s
preferred method for sanitizing the fresh-water
tank. Even if you don’t drink from your tank, you
may find yourself in a situation where there is no water
hookup available at your site, and you may need to fill
your fresh tank to shower and do dishes. You will want a
clean tank for this. It is recommended to sanitize every
few months.
September/October 2019
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Aside from human waste, you should only use
septic-safe toilet paper in your black tank.
Believe it or not, flushable wet wipes are NOT
flushable, even for a conventional septic system. Stick
with digested food and toilet paper. If you want to
dispose of something down your RV toilet, ask yourself
if this item will completely dissolve. If the answer is no,
then it shouldn’t be flushed.

ESCAPEES

When it comes to the
tank that holds the toilet
waste, the black-water
tank, it is crucial to keep things
flowing. Large chunks of toilet
paper and human waste can
clog up a sewer hose and even
prevent you from dumping your
tank completely. Toilet paper and waste that sits in a
tank for too long can actually harden into a heinous
version of the papier-mâché many of us used in school.
Instead of a lumpy version of a globe, it just coats the
inside of your tank.
You can prevent turning your tank into art in several
ways. Start by making sure you are using enough water
to flush. You want to have at least as much liquid as solid
substance in your tank. If you are into saving water,
using a treatment chemical is advised. I’m sure there
could be many debates on which treatment chemical is
the best, although any one of them will do the job. Many
of the chemicals include enzymes that assist in breaking
up waste and paper.
I use one with bacteria that eats the waste to break
it down. If you use this type, it is important not to treat
your tank with antibacterial chemicals since doing so will
kill the colony in your tanks and hinder the dissolving
process.
I usually do a big clean-out of my black tank about
once a season. Using a special wand attached to a hose,
I rinse out the tank. After a good rinse, I use a bottle
of Pine-Sol, then fill the tank with water and let it sit
overnight. In my experience, this seems to help break
up the gunk that has stuck to the sides in the previous
months. If you are a person who doesn’t like using

Tips
I use bleach to sanitize my tank. I
check the owner’s manual and pour
the required amount of bleach into
my hose, then attach the hose and
refill the tank. This forces the bleach
into the fresh tank. Once the tank
is full, wait the required amount of
time that your manual states and
then empty the tank. You may want
to fill it a second time to flush all the
bleach out.

5

Clean your Gray Tank

Your gray-water tank
should be cleaned out as
well. Considering that we
wash our dishes and shower with
that water, the gray tank can start
to grow things and create quite a
smell if your traps are empty
while driving.
I usually clean it when I sanitize
my fresh tank. I make sure the gray
tank is closed and fill it with the
same bleach/water solution I used
when sterilizing the fresh-water
tank. Let the mixture sit for about 6
hours. The bleach should kill anything that is growing in the tank, and
by filling it up, it gets a good flush.

NO-SPILL CUP HOLDER

Most motorhomes have shallow cup holders that won’t “hold” anything but a small
cup of coffee, but who drinks from a coffee cup on the road? Nowadays, we have
sports bottles, travel mugs and tumblers. Trying to get our favorite travel drink to
balance in these tiny cup holders was a source of frustration until a friend showed
us the solution, a three-inch PVC fitting cleanout adapter. It fits perfectly into the
existing cup holder and holds the tallest bottles and coffee tumblers we have!

So, for less than five dollars and a trip to the
hardware store, you can keep your drinks
secure and at your fingertips.

Camille McCullough #110158
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Dump in the Proper Order
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When dumping your tanks,
be sure to dump your black
tank first with the gray tank
closed. Then, close the black tank
and dump the gray tank. This does
two things. First, it helps keep the
two types of waste water separate.
Second, it will flush your sewer hose
with soapy water to prevent any
surprises when you disconnect the
sewer hose while packing up.
Healthy holding tanks make
happier campers, especially for
the campers immediately next to
you. Share these tips and your own
holding tank knowledge with the
greenhorn next door. It just might
save them from having a sh--…well,
uh, one of “those” days.
Levi Henley #125245
Opinions, advice and information contained in “Tips” are offered solely to inform members about matters that may be of interest or helpful to
them. Material is compiled from submissions by Escapees members who do their own research. Escapees RV Club accepts no responsibility for
what is expressed here by any person, group or company. Because of the large volume of material, we may not acknowledge receipt of material.
If accepted, submissions will be edited for magazine style and formatting.
E-MAILED SUBMISSIONS CAN BE SENT TO DEPARTMENTSEDITOR@ESCAPEES.COM.
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Receive the All-New International Camping Directory,
personalized 50% Discount Travel Card and RV decal.
FREE All-New and Improved MY PASSPORT AMERICA
mobile app - featuring nearby parks, trip routing, new
utilities and more!
FREE weekly Newsblast about Passport America
campgrounds plus related RV news.
ALL-NEW FREE Trip Routing, Campground Updates &
valuable info online 24/7 at www.passportamerica.com
Economical rates (up to 25% savings) on MyRVmail.com Passport America’s mail forwarding service.
FREE online edition of the RV America magazine with
updates on new parks.
Plus, a friendly and professional staff who is always happy to
serve you!

Name:
Address:
Phone:
Email:
I have enclosed check/money order in the amount of $ ___________.
Make payable to Passport America in U.S. Funds.

Code: GBSKP
$44

Reg.

$88

Reg.

BEST
VALUE

$132
Reg.

$44

Plus 3
Months FREE

$79

Plus 4
Months FREE

(You Save $11.00)

(You Save $23.00)

Plus 6

FREE
$109 Months
(You Save $45.00)

NEW MEMBERSHIP ONLY!
Please add $5 shipping inside USA or $25 shipping outside the USA (U.S. Funds).
Mail to: Passport America, 5713 Hwy 85 North, Crestview, FL 32536
Or Call 1-800-681-6810 or Fax: 1-850-398-6159

www.passportamerica.com • 1.800.681.6810

Different Viewpoints
RVers’ Opinions and Advice from the Road
Submissions that are sent by e-mail can be directed to DEPARTMENTSEDITOR@ESCAPEES.COM.

Need a Pet Sitter?
The pet pictures in the latest Escapees Boomer BoF newsletter inspired
me to share an outstanding pet-sitting service with you. Rover.com is a
dog- and cat-sitting company based in Seattle, Washington. I have been
with them, as a pet sitter, for three years and they are quickly expanding
throughout the United States.
Sitters can come to you, or you can
bring your pet to the sitter. All sitters
are vetted, and it takes a couple of
weeks to be approved by Rover. Only
30 percent of the people who apply as
pet sitters are accepted, and potential sitters are thoroughly reviewed.
Your pet will be insured for up to $25,000 while in the care of a Rover
sitter, who can set their own daily price. I’m in Indiana, and the price
here ranges from $20 to $40 per day. In Seattle, the price is $50 to $80.
The per-day rate is for 24 hours. You can meet and greet your sitter to
check him or her out and vice versa. Plus we have info on our personal
testimonials. If interested, you can check mine out at www.rover.com/sit/
patsypoochpalace. You will want to check out all the sitters you choose.
All sitters do daycare as well as long-term care. The most extended stay
I have had was two weeks. Mention Promo code 2010P20, and you will
save $20 on your pet’s first-night stay with any sitter you choose.
Patsy Cook #12682
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In response to the sidebar
(Precious Memories) on page 62
of the July/August 2019 issue,
here are three ways that
I memorialize my cat, Sara.
Talking is essential. I find talking
to your pets ahead of time and
talking about your pets after
they are gone to be most helpful.
Telling stories, up close and
personal stories, work best as far
as I’m concerned. I also have a
vigil lamp, as Levi Henley mentions;
mine is propane, plumbed into
my coach’s system. To keep her
in my mind and share her memory
with everyone I correspond with,
I put Sara’s photo on my return
address labels.
AJ Oxton #57888
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SNOWBIRD
MARRIAGE
When I was young, I wanted
to live in the town I grew
up in forever. My husband,
when he was young,
wanted to travel and see
everything there was to
see in the world! When we
married, he was an officer
in the Air Force, looking
forward to assignments
on distant shores and
traveling the continent!

S

ometime during his 20 years
of Air Force service, we
bought a small motorhome.
It was a step up from tent
camping with three little kids. In
that motorhome, we saw all of
California, moved to Alabama and
later to Ohio. It took all of us to
good places. So good, in fact, that
we traded it in for a bigger motorhome and camped in the Midwest
with our growing children and,
eventually, settled in Boston. There,
the children became teenagers. We
had no time for camping, and the
motorhome was sold.
Nearing retirement, my husband
began to ache for another motorhome, wanting to see the country
and have the freedom to stop
anywhere at anytime and to be
self-sufficient, so we quit our jobs
and bought a new motorhome, and
today we travel with no regard to
time or place. Our itinerary is based
on visiting family, weather conditions and interest-based locations.
We have found a community
of RVers on the road, people, like
us, who drive to warm-weather
places when it’s cold in the North.
These “snowbirds” are just as
likely to be moving north in the
summer because it’s too hot in
the southern states! Pulling a
trailer or driving a motorhome,

most typically will travel as a
couple. Often, like us, they have
been married for 40 or 50 years,
and now they are taking time to
travel. Sometimes they are newly
married, but it is usually a second
marriage for both of them, as they
head out for adventure together.
Couples who are traveling have
to be able to get along with each
other. In most cases, they have
known each other for many years,
but now they are adventuring
together. They find themselves in
places where they know only each
other. They talk to each other as
they drive and as they stop for
meals. One person is their dinner
companion, their evening company

animatedly to each other as they
try to take everything in! Suddenly,
we notice we’re holding hands too!
My husband and I recently
visited a campground in Florida
that housed about 300 rigs. Among
their many social plans for the week
was a dinner for “those who have
been married 50 or more years.”
Fifty-four couples had already
signed up. Why is the “snowbird
marriage” so successful?
Maybe it’s because if you live in
an RV and you aren’t compatible
you won’t do it for long, so those
who are settled in their RVs are
solid in their marriages. Maybe the
lifestyle makes you live longer. Or
love longer. Maybe we see so much

“Maybe the lifestyle makes you live longer. Or
love longer. Maybe we see so much beauty
and majesty around us that we start looking
for the best things in our spouses, too! Maybe
we just need time in close quarters to find
that the guy (or gal) we married is
someone that we really like.”

Last Leak You’ll
Ever Have, Last Roof
You’ll Ever Need!
100%

MAINTENANCE FREE

Before

10 YEARS to get this

• No Caulking Roof Vents,
Seams or Skylights
• No Streaking • No Leaks...EVER!

Beautifully finished seamless roof
After

3 DAYS to get this!
and their round-the-clock partner.
Different from being in a large
home where they don’t have to
interact much, in a motorhome they
vie for bathroom space and edge
around each other as they move
anywhere. And what does it bring?
Such times of pleasure!
We get to know each other. We
hear the dreams and ambitions of
the next phases of our partner’s
life. We go to RV rallies and see
all of these people, well over 65,
who are holding hands and talking

beauty and majesty around us that
we start looking for the best things
in our spouses, too! Maybe we just
need time in close quarters to find
that the guy (or gal) we married
is someone that we really like.
Whatever the reason, snowbirds
hold hands. They chat a lot. They
read books quietly together. They
plan each day with each other.
After so many years of raising
children and holding responsible
jobs, it’s a great way to live—with a
snowbird partner!
Bev Schultz #73702

Opinions contained in “Different Viewpoints” are not necessarily those of the Escapees RV
Club, its officers or the membership in general. Escapees RV Club accepts no responsibility
for what is expressed here by any person, group or company. Because of the large volume of
material, we may not acknowledge receipt. If accepted, submissions will be edited for magazine
style and formatting.
SUBMISSIONS THAT ARE SENT BY E-MAIL CAN BE DIRECTED TO DEPARTMENTSEDITOR@ESCAPEES.COM.

10 Year Material & Labor
No Leak Guarantee
Work performed at
our location or yours

888-847-7010
Call For Franchising Opportunities

Booking Appointments
Mid-West, East Coast
and Southern States

From the Bookshelf

OOPSIES, RUNAWAYS AND SUMMER CAMP
By MARCELLA GAUTHIER #12371

The three book selections for this issue start with a book
of humorous takes on all the things NOT to do while RVing,
then moves into the adventure of a solo female RVer’s
travels and ends with a novel about the summer camp
adventures of a camp counselor and her preteen charges.
RV OOPSIES: 101 DUMB THINGS THAT RVERS DO!
LARRY MCDONALD • MSI PRESS 2019 • ISBN: 978-1942691727 • $24.95

The cartoon cover of this book shows a happy
couple leaving their campsite while committing
six oopsies. Leaving the cat behind is only one
of them. Larry McDonald has been collecting
pictures and stories of the mishaps of fellow
travelers for the 30 years he has been RVing.
Interspersed throughout the book are helpful
hints to help the reader avoid these calamities,
and saving them from much grief and expense.
The colorful photos and often hilarious stories
are a quick read and will alert you to potential
issues you might not have already considered.
One that brought hysterical laughter was
“never flush your blackwater tank after
dressing for church.” The stories of blackwater disasters are many and varied.
They are awful to consider and remember! These quick reads would be fun
to share around a campfire.
CONFESSIONS OF A MIDDLE-AGED RUNAWAY:
AN RV TRAVEL ADVENTURE
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HEIDI ELIASON • RUNAWAY PUBLISHING 2019
ISBN: 978-1733641005 • $15 • KINDLE: $10
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Heidi Eliason had reached the end of her rope
when she quit her job, sold her house, bought
a motorhome, loaded up Rylie, her border collie,
and began a five-year journey on the road.
Her travels led her to meet many interesting
people, including a misadventure with Mr.
Wrong. She traveled extensively in the United
States and Mexico, especially Baja, with her
dog Rylie, her constant companion. As a single
woman traveling alone, she rediscovered her
brave spirit, confidence and zest for life. Her
description of sitting on the beach in Baja and
watching the star-studded evening sky is magical. Travel along with Heidi as
she shares her experiences, what she learned from the people she met and
the things she saw. Part travelogue and part personal experience makes
this book a great read. You will feel a friendship with Heidi and want to keep
reading as she shares her thoughtful observations of life on the road. A great
read I couldn’t put down.
September/October 2019

A SUMMER AT CAMP FLORIDIAN
NANCY B MILLER (SKP # 98456) • BOOKBABY 2019
ISBN: 978-1543964769 • $17 • KINDLE: $6

Nancy Miller spent five years as a
camper and one year as a counselor
and used her experiences to
create this fictional account of
what it is like to be a camper or
counselor at a summer camp for
girls. Susan Grant begins her first
year as a counselor and realizes
that the ten-year-old campers will
be a handful as they each have
personality quirks that make it
sometimes difficult for them to
become a cohesive team. She
works with each of the girls to
help them be their best. In the
meantime, she manages to create
a relationship with the waterfront
head, Jerry Martin. From a camper
bitten by a snake, a missing
camper, relationship differences
among the campers and other
misadventures, Susan attempts
to keep it all together. This book
would be an excellent gift for a
prospective camper or as a trip
down memory lane for those who
have been campers or counselors
in the past.

Love to travel?

Whether it’s seeing new places, or returning
to favorites, a SkyMed membership gives you
the confidence to travel knowing you can get
home (to YOUR doctor or hospital of choice) in
case of critical illness or injury.

Learn more about why you should

NEVER TRAVEL WITHOUT US!

Call our office for presentation dates in your area.

®

No Copays • No Deductibles • No Claim Forms

800-679-2020 • www.skymed.com

Extended
Stay Trailer

Starting at $46,900

2019 CrossRoads HAMPTON 370FDL Destination Trailer
zero rated True 4 Season Camper

Full Time Camper

MSRP: $137,327
Sale Price $84,900

2019 Heartland Landmark 365 LOUISVILLE

constructed for sub-zero temp
True 4 Season Camper

Full Time
Camper

MSRP $175,175
Sale Price

2019 DRV Full House Toyhauler

$119,900

SPECIALIZING IN HIGH END FIFTH WHEELS AND FULL TIME RV LIVING

Visit us at

sub-zero rated True
4 Season Camper

www.rvsforless.net

Full Time
Camper

MSRP: $167,779
Sale Price $116,900

2019 DRV Mobile Suite 36RSSB3-SPECIAL
Mobile Suites available up to 44 ft length

sub-zero rated
True 4 Season Camper

Full Time Camper
2019 DRV Elite Suites 40KSSB4
Elite Suites available up to 44 ft length

MSRP: $199,162
Sale Price

$137,900

• Customer-Focused before and after the sale
• Service, parts and accessories for new and used units
• 1st-Timer Training, Full-Timer Experts
• Best Price in the industry on DRV and Heartland Landmark

to view New & Used Campers
and to see why we are the #1 USA
dealer for DRV 2011-2018,
one of the first Heartland Landmark
dealers and a Top 5 USA dealer for
Heartland Landmark 2005-2018.

Call us at 865-521-9112 or Toll Free at 877-228-6975
We Make Your Dreams Come True

Clearing out the last of the 2019 models, and the 2020 models are on their way in.

Escapade

Are you ready to have some fun while taking your
RVing knowledge to a whole new level?
Registration opens September 10, 2019
for the 60th Escapade, to be held
June 21–26, 2020, in Rock Springs, Wyoming.
Start making plans now to meet your friends, and make new ones, at
the largest annual gathering of this amazing Escapees community!
With a wide variety of educational and lifestyle seminars, evening
socials, nightly concerts and so much more, Escapade offers many
opportunities to kindle your RVing friendships.
Located south of Yellowstone and Grand Teton National Park and
just east of Flaming Gorge Reservoir, Rock Springs provides the
perfect location to launch your summer travel plans. The folks of
Rock Springs and the Sweetwater Events Complex are excited to
welcome the Escapees RV Club into their community and allow you
to experience genuine Wyoming hospitality. So, haul your home to
where the buffalo roam, and the deer and the antelope play. Join us
next summer in Wyoming for a week of education, celebration
and just plain fun at the 60th Escapade.
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DUANE AND JEAN MATHES #115955
Escapade Directors
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Escapade

ROCK SPRINGS,

WYOMING
June 21-26, 2020

Sweetwater Events Complex
FIND REGISTRATION INFORMATION AND DETAILS AT

WWW.ESCAPEES.COM/ESCAPADE
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CARE

Give YOURSELF
The
of

Gift

Veronica Millsap sitting
behind the front desk at
Escapees CARE.

Behind the face at the front desk

“I’m so happy they chose me to become a part
of the CARE family,” says Veronica Millsap.
Sitting behind the front desk, with a smile
on her face and a twinkle in her eye, she
welcomes those who come through the doors
at Escapees CARE.
Veronica’s first exposure to CARE followed a
visit to the Thrift and Gift. Wanting to know what
CARE was all about, she walked over to the main
facility and talked to people. Later, she saw an ad in the
local paper for someone to handle the CARE front desk,
applied for the job, and now that “someone” is Veronica.
The oldest of four, Veronica grew up on the outskirts
of Livingston and graduated from Corrigan-Camden High
School, where she was a cheerleader and ran track. Her
running skills landed her a track scholarship to Stephen
F. Austin, in Nacogdoches, but the halls of academia
became too much, and she opted for parenthood and
living: giving birth at 17 to a son she calls Taz (short for
Tazanus). She later completed her education, earning a
BSA in social studies from the University of Phoenix.
Veronica’s fiancé is the father of twin 16-year-old sons,
so she spends a lot of her time “surrounded by men.”
The only exception is her pit bull, Coco, who she says
is “so spoiled, I don’t think she knows she’s a dog.” As
for the guys, they’re all into sports except for Taz, who
spends so much time at church, he has been nicknamed
Little Preacher Man. “He goes every Sunday, attends
weekly choir practice, sings in the choir and is very close
to those in his church family,” says Veronica.
The other guys are all into go-karts and four-wheelers,
doing a lot of mud hogging and getting dirty. “We’re
basically country people and often get together with
other family members and friends for tent campouts
and fishing,” explains Veronica. “Last year we had one
campout of 150 people on land belonging to my unclein-law. Several years ago, he dug a pond and stocked
it with catfish so the family could fish. At first, the fish
were so small we had to throw them back,” she says,
“but now most are large enough to cook and eat.”
24
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Veronica has had a variety of jobs over the years—
mostly secretarial and all in the medical or social fields.
“My studies in psychology and social studies have
helped me better understand people,” says Veronica.
“Which is good, because I love people and I love to
talk!” And that’s good because her front-desk position
provides ample opportunity to talk with CARE residents,
volunteers, staff members, vendors, visitors and all
others who come and go at CARE, especially during her
weekday work days.
“When I get older,” Veronica says, “I hope I have the
opportunity to become an RVer, knowing that someday I
too could choose to live at CARE.”
Article and photo by Anita Mandot Hickman #41291

Escapees CARE Needs Volunteers and Donations!
Volunteers receive a free site, three meals per day, free WiFi in our
center and more. Volunteers give 24/32 hours a week for four weeks,
driving residents and taking phone calls. Donations (via www.paypal.
com/givingfund, www.iGive.com, www.escapees.com/store, or through
a bequest in your will) all help support Escapees CARE. For further
details, call 936-327-4256, e-mail carefd@escapees.com or visit
www.escapeescare.org |

The original AGM manufacturers for the Marine and RV industry
COVER TO
CONTAINER
SEAL

SEALED, PRESURE
RELIEF SAFETY
VALVES

LIFTING HANDLES

COPPER ALLOY
TERMINALS

INTERCELL
CONNECTIONS
THICK PLATES
AND HIGH
DENSITY OXIDE
PASTE MATERIAL
ABSORBENT
GLASS MAT (AGM)
SEPARATOR
POLYETHYLENE
ENVELOPE

REINFORCED COPOLYMER
POLYPROPYLENE CONTAINER
AND COVER

Lifeline, a pioneer in AGM technology, was
developed in 1985 for military aircraft.
Lifeline’s series of maintenance free deep
cycle batteries has been the leading AGM
battery in the Marine and Motor Coach
industry for the past 15 years. To learn
more about Lifeline Batteries, contact us
or visit LifelineBatteries.com
LIFELINE BATTERIES, INC.
292 E. Arrow Hwy
San Dimas, CA 91773
800-527-3224
www.lifelinebatteries.com

SKP Stops

BOYS TOWN

A National Historic Landmark District in Nebraska

Magazine

14100 Crawford St., Boys Town, NE 68010 • 800-625-1400 • www.boystown.org
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Most meaningful of all our stops while traveling through
Nebraska was Boys Town, just west of Omaha. Father
Flanagan had been assigned to work with homeless men
but didn’t see much progress. He realized that if he could
find young homeless boys, he might have more success
helping them grow into responsible adults. He started
with five boys in 1917. By the time he died in 1948, he had
cared for over 19,000 boys from all over the world. Today
there are about 400 children there; over half are girls.
Many are placed by the courts, but some are orphaned.
In 1936 it became an official village in the state of
Nebraska and is the only National Historic Landmark
District in Nebraska.

I

n 1979 they began admitting girls. They changed the
name to “Girls and Boys Town,” but people began
mixing it up with Girls and Boys Clubs, so they went
back to “Boys Town.”
By following the residents for 15 years after they
leave, they have found an 88.7 percent success rate,
meaning that the person has never had a problem with
the law again and became a productive citizen.
There are 56 houses in Boys Town, which look like any
city street with big houses. Well-trained couples oversee
each house with six to eight youths. The youth must
help with housework, meals, yard work, etc. like children
in any family would have to do. We paid a $5 donation
to take the driving tour, which included stops at the

September/October 2019

Catholic Chapel with Father Flanagan’s grave, the Hall
of History Museum, the Historic Father Flanagan House
and some outdoor sites. For a more in-depth look,
people may return on their own to spend more time at
each place.
We had a bonus on our visit. One Friday a month,
they have a Certificate of Citizenship Ceremony to
welcome any new residents. The ceremony is held in
the café where anyone can go to eat and watch. After
lunch the students stood and one at a time told who
their house parents were, three goals they had while at
Boys Town (e.g. stay sober, create healthy relationships,
control anger, graduate high school), three things they
liked about being there (e.g. it’s giving me a second
chance, people care and are respectful, it’s not a lockdown place) and the hardest thing they’ve had to do so
far (e.g. say,”O.K,” stay on task, get used to the place).
If you want to attend a Citizenship Swearing-In
Ceremony, call to find out when the next one is scheduled. Church services are open to the public, and many
people from Omaha attend one of Boys Town’s two
chapel services on Sunday.
For more information about taking a tour, go to
www.boystown.org/village/Pages/default.aspx. You can
download a map, which we found helpful to have before
we arrived.
Our camper is 22 feet long. We don’t recommend
parking there if you are much longer.
Joyce Space #61818

SKP Stops

COME FOR HOLLYWOOD; STAY FOR HISTORY
Wilmington, North Carolina
www.wilmingtonandbeaches.com

By the size of the front door, I know Burgwin-Wright House
is going to be an impressive mansion. It is quite large, a
sign of wealth. Just as this thought flits through my mind,
the door opens and I am greeted by guide Darrien Baily,
a young man with a big smile and friendly manner—the
beginning of my historic adventure.
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outside to a detached kitchen with a large fireplace
taking up most of one wall and period cooking utensils.
This is only one example of the historic houses
open for tour in the city. Bellamy Mansion was built in
1861 and is considered one of North Carolina’s most
spectacular examples of antebellum architecture. Poplar
Grove Plantation features an 1850 mansion, tenant
house, blacksmith shop, weaving and basket studios and
farm animals. Latimer House, built in 1852, showcases
upper-class Victorian life with its extensive collection of
furnishings and decorative art.
Fort Fisher Historic Site is an important Civil War
location. During the war, Wilmington became strategically important to the Confederate cause. It was the
busiest port for the delivery of supplies from England.
Until the last few months of the war, Fort Fisher kept
the port open to blockade runners supplying goods to
the Confederate armies inland. By 1865 this was the
last remaining supply route open for the Confederacy.

ESCAPEES

W

ilmington, North Carolina, is known as a
frequent movie and television filming site.
Sometimes guests learn about its Hollywood
connection and leave before getting to know
more about the city and its rich and significant history.
My advice? Stay.
The English began a settlement here in the 1720s.
The community sprang up along Cape Fear River and
thrived. Building and maintaining wooden sailing ships
and lumber drove the local economy. A visit to BurgwinWright House and Gardens offers a look at how wealthy
merchants and landowners lived during this time.
Baily invites me into a large foyer with a lovely staircase along one side. He tells me the mansion, built in
1770, is an excellent example of Georgian architecture.
The home was built for John Burgwin.
Baily takes me through the parlor, dining room and
Burgwin’s office, and then upstairs to several bedrooms.
Room by room, he points out treasured 18th and
19th century antiques. Baily weaves in facts about the
Burgwin family and the Thomas Grainger Wright family
who purchased the house in 1799. The tour continues

“In remembrance of WWII,
Battleship North Carolina is
moored in the Cape Fear River
directly across from Wilmington’s
historic downtown.”

SKP Stops

When Union forces captured the fort in the Battle
of Wilmington in 1865, it helped seal the fate of the
Confederacy.
The fort was the largest and most important earthwork fort in the South. It was located between the Cape
Fear River and Atlantic Ocean. There is an easy-to-follow
walkway around what is left of the original earthworks
with views of the river.
Decades later, World War I and World War II helped
boost the city’s shipbuilding industry. In remembrance of

WWII, Battleship North Carolina is moored in the Cape
Fear River directly across from Wilmington’s historic
downtown. The ship, commissioned in 1941, was the first
of 10 fast battleships to join the American fleet. The ship
and its crew participated in every major naval offensive
in the Pacific area of operations and earned 15 battle
stars. The ship serves as a memorial to the men and
women of North Carolina who served during the war and
the 11,000 North Carolinians who died in battle.
The North Carolina Military History Museum honors
all branches of service and previous wars. It is an
understated museum filled with relics, photographs and
information. It is located at the National Guard Training
Center near Fort Fisher.
Historic homes and military-related sites are only the
tip of the iceberg. The city and the surrounding area
offer several museums, walking tours and other historic
sites. For more information, check the website at
www.wilmingtonandbeaches.com.
Marilyn Jones, Guest Contributor

Guidelines for SKP Stops Submissions

Helpful Hints
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“Historic homes…are only the tip
of the iceberg. The city and the
surrounding area offer several
museums, walking tours and other
historic sites.”
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• Deadline: Material for each issue will be selected based on location and
the migration of seasonal travel.
• Words: Submissions of 300 to 500 words are ideal. Due to limited
space, submissions will be edited.
• Photos: High-resolution photos are included on a space-available basis.
Include the name of the photographer and anyone in the photo.

• Share unique and off-the-beaten-path RV travel destinations.
• Keep submissions brief and include only pertinent information.
• Include the best season to visit the destination.
• Include information on RV parking and accessibility.
Send submissions to Escapees Magazine, 100 Rainbow Drive, Livingston, TX
77351, or to editor@escapees.com.

ARTICLE SUBMISSION GUIDELINES ARE AVAILABLE FOR DOWNLOADING ONLINE AT WWW.ESCAPEES.COM/MAGAZINE-GUIDELINES.
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Shopping for Insurance
is not like comparing apples to apples…

All apples are different
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INSURANCE
AGENCY INC.

The right Insurance begins

with your agent

Home • Autos
Motorhomes
Travel Trailers
Renters Insurance
Condominiums
Manuf. Hm

Personal Umbrella
Park Models
Mobile Homes
Rental Homes
In-home business
Boats

Snowmobiles
Motorcycles
ATVs
Medium Duty Trucks
5th Wheels
Personal Watercraft

www.gomillerInsurance.com
SW Willow Lane
1-800-622-6347 5805
Lake Oswego, OR 97035

Alaska is calling and
I must go...

ALASKA

RV

C A R AVA N

Looking for Work?
Looking to Hire?

YOUR PERSONAL RESOURCE CENTER!

As working RVers grow in
number, there is a growing
demand for jobs that suit
their mobile lifestyle. To
meet this need, Escapees
RV Club has created an online Job Board,
a resource connecting those in need of
flexible staff with remote workers.

JOB BOARD
POWERED BY

www.escapees.com/job-board

Come see the best of Alaska with
a caravan that will send you out on
planes, trains, boats, and buses.
With small groups and top tours,
the choice is easy. Visit our website
to see why people choose Alaska
Excursion Caravan to give them the
trip of a lifetime!

www.AlaskaRVcaravan.com
Info@excursioninc.com

Follow our
adventures on
Facebook:
Alaska RV Caravan

Veteran
Owned &
Operated

Day’s End

Confluence, Pennsylvania Outflow Campground,
Youghiogheny River Lake (COE).
PHOTO COURTESY OF YOUGHIOGHENY RIVER LAKE USACE.

Free and Low-cost Parking Finds
Compiled by GUY GIPSON #84383, Download the entire online directory at www.daysenddirectory.com.

The Day’s End Directory is a valuable tool
to help you save money and find safe overnight parking recommendations from fellow
Escapees RVing members. These parking
selections highlight seasonal boondocking
options for your RV travels.
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Fredericksburg: Brad Niewoehner Memorial Park. 4, 30-A and 2,
50-A E/W/S sites. 1 BD. $12. Pay at city hall on Main St/US 18. From
Main St/US 18 in town, go 0.4 mi S on Washington Ave/Ridgeway
Ave, TL (E) on Schult Ridge Rd. Just S of water tower. Playground,
shelter with E, tables and grills in park. Plum Creek bike and nature
trail adjacent. Doug Peyton #78964
Leon: Little River Rec Area (county). 14 BD sites and 16, with 50-A,
30-A or 20-A E. W and shower. $10 BD, $15 E. No reservations.
No stay limit. I-35 x12, go 4.5 mi E on SR 2, TL on Lake Rd, go 1.5
mi, TL on 235th Ave, go 2 mi to end of rd. 40.767 -93.778. Any
size RV. Overlooks lake, great fishing, boat launch with 2 docks.
Bob Arel #119654
Moravia: Bridgeview CG, Rathbun Lake (COE). 11 non-E and 95
E sites, 38 with 50-A E. Potable W, flush and pit toilets, showers,
D. $14 non-E, $18 with E, S/A Pass 1/2. 14-day limit per loop,
can move and stay longer in same CG. Go 10 mi W from town
on CR J18, follow signs into CG. 40.87861 -93.02667. Any size
rig. F loop is a very tight turnaround for lg rigs, others are OK.
Boat ramp, playground, horseshoe pits. tinyurl.com/yxn56654
Glen and Denise Nawa’a #130500
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MISSOURI

Bronaugh: Bushwhacker Lake Conservation Area SRA. 17 gravel BD
sites, firepits. Pit toilets. Free. 14-day limit within 30 days. 1.5 mi S of
town on SR 43, go 2.4 mi E on Younger Rd, then 0.3 mi S on 1175
Rd, then 0.6 mi E to main camping area. 37.66794 -94.415. Boat
ramp, hiking, bird watching.
Holden: Holden CP. Gravel RV sites. W spigot. Porta-johns. $15.
Corner of Pine St and E 10th St/SR 58, in town. Near baseball
diamonds. 38.70918 -93.98755. Larry Malcom #122042

OHIO

Jackson Center: Airstream factory. D, free. FHU sites $10, free if
getting work done. 500 blk W Pike St, go N on Wally Byam Blvd, on
R. 40' back-in pads. Free tours at 2p. Richard Karn #135779
Lima: Ottawa Metro Park CG. 30 level paved sites with 30-A E,
shared W. Flush toilets, showers, D. $25, age 60+ $20. 14-day limit.
No reservations. I-75 x127, go 1 mi E on Ada Rd/SR 81, TR into CG.
40.75722 -84.0546. 2632 Ada Rd. All sites lg rig-friendly. Unshaded.
Good Verizon. Swimming, hiking trails. 419-221-1635. Dave Ewoldt
and Dianne Parrott #51676
Perrysburg: Bass Pro Shops, pkg lot. No facilities. Take I-75
x195, go E, TR (S) at 1st light, store is on R. 41.5598 -83.5882.
Joyce Findlay #112256

OKLAHOMA

Pawhuska: Pkg lot. No facilities. Free. O/N OK with police across
st. No stay limit. US 60/SR 11/Main St, go 1 blk S on Palmer Ave to
5th St, lot on R (W side). 36.66272 -96.34194. Several lg RVs OK.
Bob Arel #119654
Thackerville: WinStar World Casino. BD. No facilities. Free. RV O/N
allowed in large, level lot S of casino. I-35 between x1 and 5, E
side. Also has FHU RV park at $25+. winstar.com Tom and Maxine
Harsch #77285

Day’s End
PENNSYLVANIA

Clearfield: Clearfield County Fair and Park. BD areas. E pedestals
along both sides of main paved rd thru park, most pullouts. A few
tables. W, D. No signs or place to pay. Website invites use but no fee
mentioned. I-80 x120, go S, TR on US 322, TL on Mill Rd, TL on Park
Dr, TL on Stadium Dr. 205 Stadium Dr. 41.03077 78.44505. Call
ahead 814-765-4629, vendors take up E sites during events. Many
sites shaded. Lg rigs OK. Note: Approach from x111 has long stretch
of 7% grade. clearfieldcountyfair.com Guy Gipson #84383
Confluence: Outflow CG, Youghiogheny River Lake (COE). 61
gravel sites with 30-A E (8 also have 50-A) and some non-E sites,
tables, fire ring/grills. W, rest rooms, showers, D. $20 non-E, 25
with E, S/A Pass 1/2, May 19–Sep 10. Free in winter. 14-day
limit within 30 without written permission to stay longer. Open
all yr. Some sites reservable. 7 mi N from US 40 on SR 523, at
Confluence, TL (S) on SR 281, cross the Casselman and Youghiogheny Rivs, make next L into CG. Do not come N to CG on SR
281, rd is very steep and curvy, not lg rig-friendly. Fishing, ample
pkg for boats and trailers. Hiking trail, playground. Good AT&T
and Verizon. Hike/bike trail. Mike and Donna Kuper #116641
Erie: Presque Isle Casino, RV pkg in lot. Free. I-90 x27, go E. Casino
on N side of hwy. 8107 Perry Hwy, 16509. Shuttle bus runs regularly
to casino. Tom and Janis Edelman #78969
Gap: Aunt Jenny’s Diner, over 3 acres of pkg. O/N pkg 1 nite OK
with permission. To stay a 2nd nite, ask permission and volunteer to eat breakfast. 1 mi S of US 30 on SR 41, on R (W) side.
42 SR 41. Trucks also use lot. Good meals. In PA Dutch country.
George and Judy Hilke #74575

TEXAS

Comstock: Pecos High Bridge picnic areas/overlook. Several lg pkg
areas, 2 picnic shelters, trash barrels. No restrictive signs (former No
O/N sign now gone). 11.25 mi W on US 90 (17 mi E of Langtry), just
W of entrance to Seminole SP, 0.5 mi before bridge, TL (S) on access
rd, N29.70563 W101.35284. Room for several lg rigs. Quiet. View
of riv below. Also pkg area right at E side of riv and bridge, N side
of hwy, N29.7078 W101.35025. John and Bonnie Archer #113438
Comstock: Seminole Canyon SP. 15 very lg paved pull-thru BD sites,
tables. 5-min walk to rest rooms. D. $10 +$4/person entrance fee.
Marathon: Sm pullout. Trash can. Free. 24-hr limit. 1.8 mi E of town
on US 90, N side. N30 12.38 W103 12.8. Sherman and Joanne
Lanz #118589

Heber City: FG (county). 150+ gravel/dirt E/W/S sites. $15. (D only,
$15). 16-day limit. Free BD may also be avail, call 435-671-0162
for permission and details. From US 40 (Main St) at 300 South (look
for FG sign) go 6 blks W to 600 West. N40.50403 W111.42361.
Usually plenty of room unless rodeo, etc at FG (Jun and Aug are
busy). Mtn views. Heber Valley Scenic RR (locally known as the Heber Creeper) across st. Best trout fishing in state nearby in Provo Riv.
Mike Davidson #119343

Salina: Maple Grove CG (NF). 27 paved BD sites, 2 pull-thru. Tables,
fire pits. Toilets, W spigots. $15, S/A Pass 1/2. 14-day limit. Most
sites reservable. From Salina go 12.6 mi NW on US 50 (good paved
narrow 2-lane) to CG sign, MM 146, TL, go 3.7 mi on paved Maple
Grove Rd to CG. From Scipio go 15.3 mi SE on US 50 to CG sign, MM
146, TR, follow above. Trees, stream, privacy between sites. Avg site
is 16'x40', sites 9 and 10 are huge. Soaring red rock cliffs behind CG.
Hiking, fishing. Wayne and Carol Thomas #119083
Virgin: Sheep Bridge Rd (BLM), BD areas. 14-day limit. N end of
well-graded dirt rd starts 1.3 mi W of town at 37.20508 -113.21022,
and goes 4 mi S to SR 59. Several places to BD along rd S of bridge
over Virgin Riv. Many sites on side rd to NW at 37.1868 -113.22249,
1.7 mi S of SR 9. Camping allowed only in sites designated by
tall brown markers with site numbers. Site maps on sign boards
at both ends of rd. Verizon good. 15 mi from Zion NP entrance.
John and Connie Parker #96350
Wellington: Nine Mile Ranch, 2 primitive CGs. Tables, fire rings. W
spigot. Flush toilets. D and W. $15. No stay limit. 2.3 mi E of town on
US 191/6, go N on Soldier Creek Rd/Nine Mile Canyon Rd, continue
to MM 24 (good paved 2-lane, easy/moderate climb, very doable
for most rigs), TR (E) into ranch. Office is 1/8 mi on R. N39.77641
W110.46815. Cottonwood Hollow has sm rig sites. Kokopelli has 3 lg
rig sites and others. Sites are gravel/dirt/grass, some shaded. CG is on
a working ranch. Great view, some hwy noise during day. Elev 6700'.
Great base to tour Nine Mile Canyon (now paved to MM 47) with its
"rock art" and many side canyons. Randy and Dianne King #126427

WYOMING

Buffalo: Out-of-business truck stop, pkg lot. Free. No signs. I-90 x58,
go less than 1 mi W on Hart St/US 16/I-90Bus. Immed after passing
under I-25, turn S on S Bypass Rd, cross over a bridge to fairly level
gravel pkg area immediately on L. 44.35187N 106.68748W. From
I-25 x299, go short distance W on Hart St/US 16/I-90Bus, follow
above. Creek along 1 side and I-25 in the near distance. Plenty of
room for several rigs. Elev 4612'. Chas Wilder #88717
Kemmerer: Lake Viva Naughton SWA. 2 clusters of designated BD
sites on lakeshore. Vault toilets. Free. From town go 0.5 mi N on US
189, TL (W) on SR 233. 1st sites at MM 16 (boat ramp), 2nd group
at MM 17. Very quiet, lots of birds. Brian and Kitty Benzar #108579
Meeteetse: Lower Sunshine Reservoir, boat ramp pkg area. Vault
toilet. Free. No posted stay limit. Go 8 mi SW from town on SR 290,
TL at boat ramp sign, follow gravel rd 100 yds. Park in overflow pkg
area (signed). N44.09334 W108.99126. Level area for 6 rigs. Can
continue down hill to boat ramp area. Better views from overflow area.
No shade for miles. Expansive views. Good Verizon (LTE) and AT&T.
Can be windy. Wayne and Carol Thomas #119083

The Day’s End Directory is a useful tool for helping you save money and find safe overnight parking recommended by fellow Escapees members.
“Day’s End” listings are submitted by traveling members. Please be aware that these listings are not verified by Escapees magazine, and the
information is subject to change without notice. Want more? Order online or write Guy Gipson, 107 Rainbow Dr., #755, Livingston, TX 773991007. Online Search and Download: $15/year. Include your complete name and Escapees membership number.
ORDER THE DAY’S END, GOOD GUYS AND BOONDOCKERS JOURNAL DIRECTORY BY VISITING WWW.DAYSENDDIRECTORY.COM
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UTAH

Kingston: Kingston Canyon Trailhead (Piute Trail OHV system), lg flat
fairly level trailhead pkg lot. Covered tables. Pit toilet. Free. 14-day
limit. Go 2 mi S from Junction on US 89, TL (E) on SR 62 to Kingston,
continue 2 mi E on SR 62, TR into lot. Quiet, stream flows thru W side,
room for multiple rigs. Beautiful canyon ride to Otter Creek Res. Piute
Trail accesses Marysvale/Circleville. John Kayartz #99700

ESCAPEES

Mount Pleasant: Titus County Water Mgmt site, lg grassy undesignated BD. Rest rooms. Free. 10-day limit within 30. Go S from town
on US 271, TR (W) on FM 3417, go 2.4 mi, TL on Fort Sherman Dam
Rd, immed TR, park anywhere off pavement and not behind bldgs.
33.09323 -95.01269. 325 Fort Sherman Dam Rd. Park or police
will arrive to take your details and give you a permit. Any size rig.
Some areas shaded. Verizon and AT&T good. Suzan Horovitch #55814

Jensen: Green River CG, Dinosaur NM (NPS). 79 sites, tables, firepits.
Potable W and flush toilets in summer. $18, S/A Pass 1/2. 14-nite limit.
Open early Apr–mid Oct. B loop reservable recreation.gov. 10.7 mi N
of town on SR 149, inside NM, TL at sign. 40.42067N 109.24385W.
Good paved rds. Sites OK for tents or RVs. All but 1 loop shaded.
Good Verizon and AT&T. Firewood for sale. tinyurl.com/myspjx
Dwayne and Patti Cartwright #118698

RV Protection

ILLUMINATED
Answers to Your Top RV Warranty Questions
By STACI RITCHIE-ROMAN, Guest Contributor
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Fine print and contract jargon not your thing? That’s understandable.
RV extended warranty contracts can be detailed and confusing, leading
many travelers to ignore the contracts—and coverage—altogether.
Don’t let misinformation or industry verbiage be the reason you pay for
your own pricey repair bills. We’re here to address common points of
confusion and bring you peace of mind.

E

ducation is the most crucial part
of determining if an RV warranty is
right for you. Start your degree in RV
protection with our answers to the top
five most common RV warranty questions:

Can I use my RV warranty for routine
maintenance like oil changes?

A great starting point is to recap exactly
what an RV extended service contract,
referred to throughout the industry as an RV
warranty, will cover. RV extended warranties
are specifically designed to cover the cost of
mechanical and electrical breakdowns that
your coach will face. This includes failures
within your engine and transmission, as well
as coach items like heating and cooling components, slide-out motors, leveling systems,
appliances such as refrigerators and more.
However, all extended RV warranties will
specifically exclude any day-to-day servicing
your RV might require, including oil changes.
These maintenance activities are regular
recommended services and do not fall under
the category of an electrical or mechanical
breakdown.

Will the policy pay for parts and labor?

Most leading RV extended service contracts
will pay full parts and labor for any covered
mechanical breakdowns you experience
while traveling. As a response to the more
technologically complex RVs that are coming
off of lots in recent years, the industry has
seen a significant rise in labor costs. As such,
you’ll want to confirm labor rate coverage in
the terms and conditions of the contract you
are looking at or that you have purchased.
Some policies will limit the hourly labor rate
they’re willing to pay, leaving the contract
holder with a hefty repair bill even on
covered claims.

Can I still buy an RV extended
warranty if I purchased my vehicle
through a private party?

The short answer is yes, absolutely!
RVers can obtain RV warranty coverage
as long as their unit is eligible for the
program. Generally speaking, eligibility for

motorhomes is considered an age of 20
model years old or newer and with less than
125,000 miles. For towable RVs, it is more
common to see eligibility go back only as far
as 15 model years.
The difference in obtaining an RV warranty
when purchasing a unit from a private party
versus a dealership is simply where. Most
RVers envision buying an extended warranty
as an action that takes place in the finance
and insurance office at their dealership during
the RV purchase process, and are therefore
unaware that coverage is available to them
elsewhere and in other circumstances. In
reality, whether you have a used RV that
you’ve owned for a while, a rig you’ve recently
purchased from a private party, or are
looking to buy a vehicle from a dealership,
you can obtain coverage from online brokers.
We always recommend getting a quote from
recognized providers to compare with what
your dealer is offering, or purely to get an
idea of what coverage would cost you. You
deserve to know your options, and there are
more of them than you might think!

“Waiting to purchase an
extended service contract…
is absolutely an option.”
Does this policy start now, or when
my manufacturer’s warranty expires?
Should I buy it now, even though I have
the one-year manufacturer’s warranty,
or wait to buy?

While the official start date of coverage is
specific to the policy itself, most extended
warranties will start immediately upon
purchase and with the contract signature.
Essentially, when purchasing an RV extended
warranty at the same time as purchasing a
brand-new unit, you will have overlapping
coverage for the first year of your policy.
Waiting to purchase an extended
service contract until your first year of full
September/October 2019 ESCAPEES Magazine
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RV Warranty Claim Checklist:
 Refer to Your Contract

This is an excellent opportunity to refresh your memory on what is covered, to write down your contract
number and any phone numbers for reference and to
do a quick review of the claim requirements as designated by the policy.

 Take Your Vehicle to a Licensed Repair Facility

Most policies will allow you to take your vehicle to any
licensed repair facility for repairs. A licensed repair
facility refers to a facility that is in business to repair
RVs and has a tax ID number.
It is important to note that some policies do set limitations on repair providers. For instance, policies sold by
dealerships may require you to bring your vehicle back
to their dealership or network of facilities for repairs to
be covered. Others might limit you by location. In our
experience, the best policies on the market allow you
to take your unit to any facility in the United States
or Canada, providing you the flexibility RVers deserve
while traveling.

 Have the Mechanic Diagnose the Failure

At this point, your mechanic should diagnose the
problem with your RV and write up an initial invoice
detailing the cause of failure, parts costs and estimated labor hours. However, the mechanic should not
begin any actual repair work on your unit at this time.

 Obtain a Pre-authorization Number

This step is considered the “Golden Rule” of RV extended warranties. Your mechanic must call in to open a
claim with the warranty company, submit the estimate
for repairs and receive a pre-authorization number
before beginning any actual repair work. A pre-authorization number indicates that the claim is approved and
will be paid for. With reliable policies, this step is most
often completed on the very first phone call to
the administrator.
If repairs are completed on your vehicle before obtaining a pre-authorization number, they will not
be covered.

 Get Back on the Road

With the top policies on the market, completed and
covered repairs will be paid for over the phone via
corporate credit card. This allows the contract holder
to simply pay their deductible and any non-covered
services, then get on the road and back to their
adventures!
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manufacturer coverage expires is absolutely
an option. As detailed in the previous
question, RVers can obtain policies as
long as their unit is eligible by age and/or
mileage. However, pushing out the purchase
of your RV warranty will present a few
disadvantages:
a. Expected Risk: Extended warranty
companies consider the risk of a vehicle
coming out of, or already out of, manufacturer coverage as quite high. Therefore,
the cost of a policy at this time will
increase exponentially. Some providers
may even drop the level of coverage
available to units that don’t retain any
manufacturer coverage, leaving you
vulnerable to some repair bills.
b. Best Options: Simply put, you’ll never
get a better rate—or a longer term—than
when your unit is brand new. If you
choose to wait until your manufacturer
coverage has expired to lock in an extended RV warranty, you will find the term
length available to you has diminished.
Should you wait to buy or have overlapping coverage? It is certainly worth taking
a look at options available to you and how
they might change over time before making
a final decision.

How do I file a claim?

With most policies, filing a claim is a pretty
easy process. Use the checklist on the left
as a guide, but always refer to the terms and
conditions of your specific contract for any
unique requirements.
Extended warranties are a hot topic
amongst members of the RV community.
Unfortunately, the details of what these policies do, who can buy them and how to use
them are often lost amidst the ever-changing
shuffle of opinions, experiences and stories
from the road. We hope that in answering
these commonly asked questions, we can
shed some light on coverage and can also
help travelers make confident decisions in
protecting their home-on-wheels.
WHOLESALE WARRANTIES is a leading
provider of RV extended warranties direct
to consumer. With a focus on education,
customer service and reliable coverage,
Wholesale Warranties has established
themselves as the premier option for RVers
looking to protect the road ahead. To work
with a highly trained RV warranty specialist on an RV
protection quote for your home-on-wheels, please call
800-939-2806 or visit wholesalewarranties.com.

“It’s not just about RVing...

it’s about what you do while you’re RVing that counts!”
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25 YEARS OF EXCELLENCE IN GUIDED RV TOURS & RALLIES
UNITED STATES│ ALASKA │ CANADA │ OVERSEAS

Professionally planned routes and trip itineraries - created with you in mind;
Professional & Experienced Staff;
RV Parking Fees for nights listed; Tickets & Admissions for shows, events, & activities listed;
Meals & Social Parties as listed PLUS a few surprises; and so much more!
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Weather Radio

Severe weather can happen
anywhere and at any time
of the year. Yes, I know it’s
possible to get notifications
of severe weather on my
cell phone, but I still carry
a portable weather radio.
These radios work almost
everywhere and don’t
depend on the cell network,
which can go down during
bad weather. You can listen
to local forecasts and current
watches and warnings. While
many of these radios can
be programmed only to
alert you for a specific county,
that’s really only helpful if you are staying
put for a while. I make it a practice always
to be aware of what county I’m in. Often,
that information will be right on the park
map or posted in a campground. RVs are so
lightly constructed that they offer no shelter
in a dangerous storm, so it’s always best to
abandon the RV in favor of a sturdy building,
a shelter or other strong structure. I recommend the MIDLAND HH50 POCKET WEATHER
RADIO. It doesn’t receive AM/FM,
just weather bands. The HH50 has good
alert features and is small and portable. You
can usually get one for about $25. There
are many other styles and brands to
choose from. Be sure the one you buy has
the NOAA certification label on it.

Fire Extinguishers

No one wants to think about a fire, but it
can happen to you. RVs can
be consumed by fire quickly,
so your best bet is to get out
immediately and put as much
distance as possible between
you and the fire. However,
if your exit route is blocked
by fire, or you decide to try
to fight the fire, you’re going
to need a good fire extinguisher! While your RV came
with a single small powder
fire extinguisher, my advice
is to improve your odds by
purchasing additional
extinguishers. I always keep
one within reach of my bed,
and I also keep an
extinguisher in the
kitchen, as well as

inside the main door, in an outside unlocked
compartment and in the tow vehicle. Having
experienced a fire, I feel that having multiple
extinguishers is essential.
I spent years teaching RV safety in our
Boot Camp program alongside Mac McCoy,
better known as Mac the Fire Guy. Mac spent
more than 20 years teaching RVers and
firefighters about fire safety and the superior
performance of foam extinguishers. I highly
recommend FOAM EXTINGUISHERS and would
never own anything else. Foam is nontoxic
and works on ordinary combustibles (class-A)
and flammable liquids (class-B). Foam not
only puts out the fire, but it cools the fuel
and prevents reignition. Fire Fight Products,
LLC (www.firefightproducts.com), and
FireAde (www.fireade.com) are the brands
that Mac has recommended for years. They
come in various sizes; I carry several of the
16-ounce ones and one larger extinguisher.

Bug-Out Bag

If you must evacuate the RV quickly in
the event of a fire or natural disaster, you
can’t waste precious seconds trying to find
all your important stuff. Purchase a small
backpack or a handbag or pouch and find
a permanent place for it right next to your
main door. This is your bug-out bag, and it
should contain:
• A set of duplicate keys for RV, toad and
tow vehicle (if applicable)
• Cash
• Xerox copies of driver licenses, insurance
papers, medical information
• A small supply of essential prescriptions
(if any are needed)
• A few basic first-aid items (Tylenol,
Bandaids, etc.)
• A flashlight and a lighter or waterproof
matches
• A space blanket
• A Swiss army knife or pocket multi-tool.
If you routinely camp out in the boonies, you
may wish to add:
• A set of clothing and a waterproof
windbreaker
• Water
• Wet wipes and a small roll of toilet paper
• Some staple foods (e.g. trail mix or
granola bars)
• A compass
Include items you (and others in the RV)
might need to survive for 24–48 hours
and anything else that you feel is essential.
Always keep the bag loaded and in a
designated location.
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File of Life

It’s essential to make your
current medical information
readily available to first responders, especially for anyone with health
issues. I think the best way to do this
is with one of the FILE OF LIFE KITS. You
can make your own or purchase one. Visit
www.folife.org for more information on the
program. I made up my own form in a Word
document and bought a few of the red File
of Life labels. I keep copies of my sheet in
empty medicine bottles and place the label
on the outside. One goes in the fridge, and
a label is placed on the fridge door. One in
the glove box or center console of the car,
with a label to show it’s there. Definitely put
one in your bug-out bag. Once a year, review
and update the information; your life might
depend on it!
I carry a basic first aid kit, and so
should you! Readily available online
or at drug stores and outdoor stores,
they are very affordable. A small or
medium-sized kit is all you really need
for most minor injuries.

that has an adjustable beam and a
strobe mode. I like the GEARLIGHT
S1000, and you can pick up a pair
for under $20 on Amazon!
For general-purpose lighting, I
recommend having a few of these
scattered around. Made by Nebo,
the LARRY-C produces a very
bright flood-beam light and has a
magnetic clip, so you can use them
as a work light. They run on 3 AAA
batteries and fit easily in pocket
or purse. Best flashlight I’ve ever
owned, and you can get them for
under $10 apiece on Amazon.

Bear Spray/Pepper Spray

Batteries

First Aid Kit

Bear repellent is a big bottle of pepper
spray, and you can get them at most
sports and outdoor stores.
A good thing to have if
you encounter a bear,
but they are not very
effective on other
dangerous animals,
especially the ones
that walk on two
legs. There are
legal questions
about using bear
spray on humans,
so if you wish to
carry pepper spray
for personal defense,
you’re better off purchasing a spray designed for
that purpose.

Flashlights

LED technology has led
to significantly better
flashlights at lower
costs. No RV is complete
without a few. I like to
keep a powerful tactical
flashlight onboard, one
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Always pack spare batteries for
your smoke alarm, CO detector, weather
radio and flashlights!

Make your Plan!

Take the time to formulate emergency
plans in advance and discuss those plans
with all occupants of the RV. Think about
what to do in case of fire, severe weather
or other threats appropriate for your
location and situation. Everyone onboard
should be familiar with these plans, and you
should revisit and discuss your safety plans
regularly to keep the information fresh in
everyone’s mind. Having a plan can turn
panic into purpose and save lives. Do it right
now while you’re thinking about it!
If I forgot to mention your favorite safety
gadget or tool, drop me a line at
techquestions@escapees.com and let me
know. We’ll publish reader comments and
suggestions with each new article.
In 1997, MARK NEMETH quit his job, sold his house,
bought an RV and joined Escapees. He has contributed
to Escapees magazine and served as a technical advisor
for 19 years. He still maintains an RVer’s resource
website with technical articles, tips and information at
www.marxrv.com.

Did you know students who completed
RVers Boot Camp may qualify for a
discount on their RV insurance?*
For more information,
visit www.escapees.com/education
*Disclaimer: Discount may only be applied if account
has not already reached maximum discounts allowed.

EDUCATION
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Knowledge in Shape

GAIN CRITICAL SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE IN:
Hitch-up | Basic RV Systems | RV Driving | Tire and Weight Safety | Fire and Life Safety | Personal Safety
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NOVEMBER 8–10, 2019

MAY 1–3, 2020

JANUARY 31 TO
FEBRUARY 2, 2020

JUNE 18–20, 2020

Rainbows End
Livingston, Texas

North Ranch
Congress, Arizona

APRIL 17–19, 2020

Arizona’s Charles Boulder RV Park
Las Vegas, Nevada

Golden Village Palms RV Resort
Hemet, California
60th Escapade
Rock Springs, Wyoming

For more information, call

936-327-8873

or to register for an event, visit
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The Roamin’ Ryans
Take Business on the Road

TECHIE
and the
TAX QUEEN
By RENE AGREDANO #103274

Clockwise: Paul, Heather, Case, Suji
PHOTO BY PAUL AND HEATHER RYAN

Accountants and software
programmers are abundant in
the small-business marketplace.
But it’s rare to find an expert in
either field who possesses both
an understanding of the RVing
lifestyle and the skills required
to help your business succeed.
Thankfully, you don’t need to look
beyond the Xscapers community
when that’s what your enterprise
needs. Heather and Paul Ryan
#140561 have lived and worked
on the road since 2017, helping
businesses grow and thrive.
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orking at home is only a dream
to many American workers,
but not to Heather (39) and
Paul (37). From the time they
met in 2009, the East Coast native and her
Coloradoan husband possessed an entrepreneurial drive that allowed them to work from
a spare-bedroom office. Paul earned a living
as a software engineer for various clients,
while Heather worked as a small-business
tax accountant, bookkeeper and aspiring
fine art photographer. They didn’t know it
then, but spending so much time together in
a 10x10 home office was great practice for
the unconventional life waiting just around
the corner.
Day after day, the couple clocked long
workdays to make the most of their Rocky
Mountain foothills backyard. When not

behind a computer or camera, they could be
found cruising farmers markets or enjoying
the outdoors with their two dogs, Case and
Suji. For a while, life felt as good as it gets,
but the more Heather left town to exhibit
her photos in galleries across the West, the
more she questioned the stationary life.
“We lived near Boulder, Colorado, in a
2,400-square-foot house,” explains Heather.
“You know, living the American dream.
House, fence, two dogs, two cars, et cetera,
yet neither of us was happy with it.”
She was the first to mention the idea of
becoming nomads. To her surprise, Paul
agreed it could work. “Funny enough, he had
been thinking about the RV life for months,”
she recalls. Both realized that they had created location independent careers that could
thrive anywhere they wanted to go. And by
working elbow-to-elbow, day after day, they
felt confident about getting along in confined
living quarters. “We were already spending
so much time together and not utilizing all
the space in our home,” she recalls.
The time was right to join the growing
number of younger full-time RVers living
and working on the road. “We didn’t want to
wait until retirement to explore the world,”
they wrote in their blog, The Roamin’ Ryans
(www.roaminryans.com). Life’s hard times
gave them plenty of encouragement to take
the leap. Heather’s father died at a young
age and never enjoyed his retirement years.
Paul had recently lost a relative to ALS. The
lifelong outdoor enthusiasts and motivated
entrepreneurs were ready to travel.
In November 2016, Paul and Heather
pulled away from their home in the fifthwheel toy hauler they purchased four
months earlier. With space for Heather’s
desk and art studio, Paul’s custom-built
stand-up work station and comfy quarters
for the dogs, the RV provided more than
enough room for happiness and productivity
on the road, finding it more comfortable
than they hoped.
From microbreweries to great towns,
museums and more, they explored a
surprising number of new places. Within
three years, they had bought a second RV,
visited 35 states and 25 national parks
while putting 60,000 miles on their truck. As
the family’s faithful co-pilots, Suji and Case
took to RVing as easily as they took to tent
camping and hotel stays in their previous
life. “They both enjoy travel days,” says Paul.
“Suji especially likes to watch the views from
the window of the truck.”

Time to Get to Work

In between all the touristy fun in their
new lifestyle, Paul and Heather set the
foundation for two independent businesses.
Presenting her photography had always
been a fun, creative outlet, but after a while,
the process of exhibiting her work at shows
became a chore. It was time to focus on
something else. “I stopped doing it because
it took all the fun out of photography for
me,” Heather explained.

“For the moment, Paul and Heather
are putting in long hours to help
their businesses grow. Nevertheless,
being knee-deep in deadlines and
work during the workday, they still
find ways to make the most of every
location they visit.”
Instead, she built her small-business tax
preparation company, Tax Queen (www.
tax-queen.com). To attract more clients
and keep work flowing throughout the year,
she added bookkeeping services to her
repertoire. She also took and passed an
excruciating test to earn the designation of
IRS Enrolled Agent. The highly respected
certification gives her IRS-approved authority to prepare taxes for clients throughout
the United States. Her Enrolled Agent
certification gives her an advantage over
sticks-and-bricks CPAs and tax attorneys,
who must hold multiple licenses for every
state in which they operate. This move was
perfect for her nomadic lifestyle, and the
“EA” designation sets her miles apart from
other bookkeepers and tax accountants,
whether they are stationary or not.
“I truly enjoy helping entrepreneurs in
their struggles, and I want to help them be
successful and grow,” she says. The kinds of
businesses she assists range from nomadic RV
entrepreneurs to auto shops and engineering
firms. Some are brick-and-mortar operations,
some are not, but each gets the benefit of her
accounting know-how, financial problem-solving skills and tax preparation acumen.
“My primary goal is to help keep my
client’s taxes to a minimum. I evaluate their
business structure, talk to them about all
September/October 2019 ESCAPEES Magazine
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Having fun at a Harvest Host
boondocking spot in Ghent, NY
PHOTO BY PAUL AND HEATHER RYAN
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available deductions and credits, and work
throughout the year on a tax plan. I also
strive to keep the IRS from knocking at my
client’s door by making sure they keep good
records and can substantiate any claim they
make on their tax return.”
As any full-time RVer entrepreneur knows,
locating excellent financial consultants who
are familiar with the lifestyle can be difficult. But Heather’s Tax Queen business is
different. She’s as close as anyone’s Internet
connection and brings a level of knowledge
about the tax implications of the lifestyle
that few financial professionals can offer.
While Heather built her new business,
Paul utilized his experience as a software
programmer and connoisseur of public and
private campgrounds in North America. These
experiences propelled him into a successful
business partnership with fellow Xscaper
Heath Padgett #132397. Together the duo
formed www.Campgroundbooking.com.
“The inspiration behind Campground
Booking is to make the reservation process
for both campgrounds and campers easy,
online and accessible,” explains Paul. Many
campgrounds use antiquated reservations
software, and sometimes just a paper
calendar can make booking a site an
aggravating customer experience. The
Campground Booking team wants to change
that. “As full-timers, we truly understand the
difficulty involved in making reservations,
and we hope to make it a little easier.”
Last year Paul took a leap of faith
to give the business one hundred
percent of his time, and now he is
dedicated to making Campground
Booking a success. Working for a
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bootstrapped company in its infancy can
be scary, but he enjoys the excitement
of managing a team and getting a say in
how it operates and grows. All company
colleagues work remotely, too, and each is
dedicated to the businesses’ success and
work-life balance.
For the moment, Paul and Heather are
putting in long hours to help their businesses
grow. Nevertheless, being knee-deep in
deadlines and work during the workday, they
still find ways to make the most of every
location they visit.
“We always begin our day with a dog walk
or run with the whole family. From there a
day may consist of working heads down for
hours, or getting outside to explore an area,”
says Paul. The dogs are always included
in their search for fun places to visit, from
restaurants, museums and breweries, to
cute towns, parks and kayaking lakes.
“Our days vary according to looming
deadlines and also whether we have friends
or family in the area. That’s part of what we
love about this life. It can be flexible and
change when we need it to.” It’s an attitude
also shared by Heather. In a blog post wrapup of their first year on the road, she says:
“Being adaptable might be one of the most
important parts of living the RV life, going
with the flow of whatever comes your way
and making the best of it.”
RENE AGREDANO, Jim Nelson and their
dog, Wyatt, are enjoying their 12 th year as
full-time RVers and location-independent
entrepreneurs. Their adventures are
chronicled at www.LiveWorkDream.com.
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An Interview With The Creator and Co-hosts of

By GEORGIANNE AUSTIN #131681
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Earlier this year, I had the opportunity
to sit down with Anthony Nalli, creator
of the upcoming Discovery Channel
series, The RVers, and his co-hosts,
Cherie Ve Ard, Chris Dunphy, Peter
Knize, John Sullivan, and Tom and Caitlin
Morton. This team is responsible for
bringing an educational and entertaining
show about the RV lifestyle to both
Discovery Channel and PBS this fall.
PHOTO BY TOM AND CAIT MORTON

W

e chatted about their take on the
RVing lifestyle and what makes them
want to share this way of life with the
rest of the world. The RVers has generated a lot of excitement both within the RVing
community as well as in mainstream media as a
fresh perspective on the RVing lifestyle. Though
we did discuss the show, I was more interested
in learning about Anthony and his co-hosts as
RVers, what attracts them to this way of life, what
they get out of it and where they see it taking
them. With 37 years of RV experience between
them, they had a lot of insight to share!
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Above: Cherie Ve Ard and
Chris Dunphy #116760.
Top Right: Tom and Caitlin
Morton #142219.
Lower Left: Peter Knize and
John Sullivan #148318.
Far Right: Anthony Nalli,
creator of The RVers, and
his wife Lisa #122297.
Next Page: Anthony Nalli
interviewing Jesse Filice of
Sicard RV.

GEORGIANNE: All of you were RVing before you began work on the show. What drew you to the RV lifestyle?
ANTHONY: Because it’s awesome. Everything about it is
incredible. The RV lifestyle just opens up so many doors
to adventures that people only dream of. You don’t have
to imagine it; you can live it every day. I wanted to be an
RVer for a couple of decades before I decided to do it.
We finally took the plunge in 2015 and don’t regret it for
a moment.
PETER: Our trip started as a way to find a new place we
loved and to settle down. We never found that place,
and along the way found we love RVing so much we can’t
imagine ourselves ever settling down.
JOHN: We actually had zero experience RVing when we
hit the road full-time.
PETER: As a result, we did stupidly little planning. We
drove away to go full-timing with no jobs, no experience,
no plan for anything other than “let’s go find a place to
get jobs.” It was…
JOHN: Dumb. It isn’t something I recommend anyone else
emulating. That said, we just celebrated 16 years on the
road. We’re so used to being mobile that I don’t think we
could handle being stationary.
CHERIE: When Chris and I set off, it wasn’t to be RVers.
RVing was just a substrate that we utilized to explore our
wanderlust.
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CHRIS: We love having long stops. It’s wonderful to fall in
love with a place and then leave before you start to hate it.
CHERIE: It’s been great for 13 years for us to be able to
vary up the paces. When we feel like being hypermobile,
we can, or when we want to slow down, we can choose
to be somewhere awhile.
TOM: Yeah, the RV lifestyle isn’t what Cait and I were
after. It was a means for us to travel and learn about the
US and find our next home base.
CAITLIN: We were really sick of Michigan winters, among
other things. Many things stacked up to RVing being
the best answer for us. We had enough savings to last
us about a year, two if we really pushed it, before we
would have to go back to the nine-to-five grind. Then,
the one-year mark came, and we were both, like, “This is
really cool!”
TOM: The challenge of the new lifestyle and always going
somewhere new, learning somewhere new, we really fell
in love with that as well.
CAITLIN: Even three months in, we realized “Wow, if we
HAD to turn back now and go back to normal life, this all
would have totally been worth it.” We’ve done everything
we can to keep having those types of experiences.

GEORGIANNE: So, it sounds like the challenges of RVing are what you all find really appealing?
CAITLIN: Talking to people who don’t live this lifestyle,
they still have challenges. Things can go wrong in your
house just like they do in RVing. Life problems happen.
CHRIS: And with RVing, you have a little more control
over the problems you face.
CHERIE: And if you face financial constraints, there are
so many ways to manage that. You can slow down your
pace of travel, find temporary work, work-camp; you
can boondock. There are all sorts of ways to offset some
major living costs.
CHRIS: The variety of this lifestyle has ups and downs,
but you have the control. I really like having that control.
PETER: I know people see RVing in two different ways.
Cait mentioned that people see RVing as being really
challenging, and that’s true. But there’s a whole other
side to that coin where people think we’re all just on
vacation. I think the reality is more straightforward and
more simpleCHRIS: and more mundane.
PETER: Yes, and more mundane. We’re living our lives
exactly as other people are in many ways. It’s not
perfect and fabulous only, and it’s not challenges only.
Just like real life for anyone else.

JOHN: And I think one of the things that are really
appealing to me about it is in the normal box. In the
normal nine-to-five world of having a job, you seem to
always live your life for Friday, for the weekend, or when
your next vacation is going to be. You time-compress all
of your pleasures, hopes and aspirations. All the things
you’re interested in doing, you time-compress into these
little blocks.
CHERIE: And so is everybody else! Everyone else
is in those same blocks. As an RVer, you now look
forward to Sunday when all the weekenders leave the
campgrounds.
JOHN: Exactly! I can’t wait to go to the grocery store
on Wednesday! But really, for us, it is more about the
distribution of fun and pleasure. Every time you move,
you have an opportunity for something new and exciting.
PETER: For many of us who are on the road and working, we are self-employed by necessity. That does have
a parallel to people who are self-employed and live in a
stationary world. If you own your business, you still have
more freedom.
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GEORGIANNE: How do you all manage a work/life

balance? You’re not on vacation 24/7, but you still
want those vacation-like moments, so how do you
make it work?

CHERIE: We work our regular hours every day; then we
get out and spend half the day being tourists. We have
an agreement with each other that in every new city,
we’re going to do something touristy.
JOHN: We tend to have an ebb and flow. There are
times when we have way more work in our work/life balance than we probably should, but then the pendulum
swings back the other way and for a while, we’ll focus
on scheduling more “life” things to balance out. And
you have to be more conscious about making yourself
get out. We’ve even seen it with Tom and Cait, you guys
seem really good at “we need to get out for a hike; we
want to see this, we want to do this.” You’re both really
good at keeping it top of mind.
CAITLIN: It’s a work in progress, I think.
TOM: There are times when we are 100 percent work,
24/7 practically. A lot of times, those periods coincide
with areas we already know really well or areas we don’t
really feel the need to explore.
CAITLIN: Yeah, we pick boring places to go when we
know we have to work. There’s nothing for 30 miles to
do, so let’s go there for two weeks and just work.
TOM: There are times when we’re able to travel for
extended periods, and we don’t need to work. Those
are, of course, really nice!
JOHN: Sometimes, you have to work at living, and sometimes you have to live while working.
CAITLIN: Even though we work harder and probably
more hours now than we did in our previous life, the life
portion and the quality of that life portion, blows our
previous life out of the water.
ANTHONY: It’s almost like… the nine-to-five workday,
then you come home and veg out. That’s not a work/life
balance; that’s work/not work balance. We do the RVing,
and you almost feel like you’re living a vacation, but the
work is still getting done. It’s had a positive physiological
effect; my doctor recently congratulated me on the
lowest my blood pressure has been in the 25 years I’ve
been seeing him. He said to me, “you must be living
some kind of life.” And I am. I’m living a dream.
PETER: We’re all doing something for “work” that is
much more in line with what we like than what we all
used to do at desks. That’s one of the things we all bring
to the people who will be watching us; the reason they
look at us and think “Wow, that’s cool” is because
it is. But it’s something they could do, too, if they
make certain choices to make that happen.
GEORGIANNE: What sets The RVers apart from

previous projects highlighting the RV life?
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ANTHONY: Some of the other shows that exist, or
have existed, sort of follow a pattern of conventional
reality-ish shows. With The RVers, it’s more documentary-style. We want it to be informational, educational,
and we certainly want it to be entertaining. But we also
want it to be dignified. We want to bring new people into
RVing. We want to give something new to existing RVers.
There are a million ways to utilize your RV, a million
ways to participate in the RV lifestyle, and none of them
are wrong. They’re just all different. It’s not about the
people who are on camera; it’s about RVing, it’s about
the lifestyle. We want to explore the many reasons why
people are interested but don’t pursue it.
PETER: We’re talking about real RVing. There is no
manufactured drama; we’re just showing how we live.
CHRIS: I like that the show is focused on education and
sharing inspiration. Hopefully, people find the show
entertaining, but that’s not the purpose of the show.
CHERIE: It’s not about any of us. We’re just facilitators of
the conversation.
CAITLIN: This is a show I would watch. It’s educational,
it’s real; there isn’t fluff or manufactured content. There
is a genuine feel to it. We’re not trying to tell people
to do something that they maybe shouldn’t. We’re
giving a realistic interpretation of what’s possible in
RVing and allowing the viewer to make that decision for
themselves.
ANTHONY: Having said that, we’re mindful of the fact
that we’re all full-timers. We absolutely do not want to
suggest that full-timing is the way to RV. It’s the way WE
RV and we love it, but some people go out on weekends
or just a few times a year. There is no wrong way to RV.
We aren’t just showing our stories as full-timers but
others we encounter along the way who are doing it
differently.
CHERIE: We look at it as a legacy project; it’s a way for
us to continue the same message that we’ve shared for
years but to a broader audience.
Through my many conversations with Anthony and
the rest of the cast of The RVers, we kept returning to
one point, one concept; RV life and stationary life are
very similar in a lot of ways. You face similar challenges
of home maintenance, work/life balance, managing relationships and more. What makes RVing so special is that
you have the freedom to choose. You still face many of
the same problems, but having the ability to select the
environment in which you face them, and having more
options of how you want to resolve them, makes these
problems feel much more manageable. This freedom is
what propels these seven RVers to continue their travels
and seek new adventures.
GEORGIANNE AUSTIN, Communications director for
Escapees RV Club, interacts with many RVers and professionals in related industries, soaking up information in
order to understand the RV lifestyle from all perspectives.
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Huge Returns—Your Safety!

www.arprv.com

406-494-1959

Doug and Jane Kirkby SKP #814 CM# 28 Serving Our Escapees Family since 1979

pROdUCt deSCRIptIOnS

Be Electrically
Independent

www.RVSolarElectric.com
480-443-8520 • 800-999-8520
Call for our free catalog and design planner.

Rv solaR kits—panel, mount, regulator, wire, hardware & instructions.
NoEl’s solaR-iNvERtER kit—A complete AC & dC power system.
MPPt CoNtRollER—Can increase solar output with fewer solar panels.
iNvERtER-ChaRgER—Use virtually any appliance without a generator.
solaR systEMs—Work silently to recharge your RV battery without fuel.
CatalytiC hEatER—Keep warm without using battery power.

Is this bridge going to damage
the roof or AC unit on your RV?
Know the exact height of the
bridge with the GiraffeG4 System.

GiraffeG4.com 877-543-1087

Seeing
Inside

Historic Home Tours
By EVANNE SCHMARDER #65409

How do you define home? For many Escapees, home is on wheels,
relatively agile and ready to go. Our motto, “home is where you park it,”
serves us well whether we are full-timers, part-timers or weekend
warriors. As we crisscross this big, beautiful country, we have an
opportunity to see how other people live, what others call home.
Sometimes the architecture, so different from what we’re used to,
captures our imagination. Other times, we are drawn to a place to see
how people of different backgrounds or historical significance lived.
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“Still owned by the Vanderbilt family, this late
19th-century National Historical Landmark has
taken the visitor experience to the extreme...”
Three on the Radar

For example, Biltmore Estate in Asheville,
North Carolina, is on many SKP lists. Still
owned by the Vanderbilt family, this late
19th-century National Historical Landmark
has taken the visitor experience to the
extreme, offering everything from lodging to
a winery to sought-after filming locations.
Thomas Jefferson’s Monticello can
be found in Charlottesville, Virginia.
Originally built as a plantation house, after

Jefferson’s time in Europe he returned to
Virginia and began remodeling Monticello
using French architectural trends that
he’d seen in Paris. At this UNESCO World
Heritage site, you can tour the home, learn
about slavery on the plantation and even
visit Jefferson’s gravesite.
Head west to San Simeon, California, and
you’ll find Hearst Castle along the rugged
and spectacular coastline, a National and
California Historic Landmark. William

Biltmore Estate in Ashville, North Carolina.
PHOTO COURTESY OF THE BILTMORE COMPANY.
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Taos Pueblo
PHOTO BY LUCA GALUZZI

Randolph Hearst was looking for something
a little more comfortable than the tent
camping that he felt he was getting too old
to enjoy and approached architect Julia
Morgan. Hearst’s modest-bungalow concept
eventually became a large and luxurious
estate, rich with a diverse (and provocative)
art collection. At one time, the estate even
included a zoo. If you are lucky, you might
see zebras grazing near the shore on your
drive along the property.

Three Under the Radar

These and other highly popular places loom
large in our social conscience. They are fascinating and full of history. But what about the
lesser-known, yet equally astonishing, homes
sprinkled across the United States? Some of
these homes or communities are still active,
lived in and loved as they have been for
generations or even centuries. Others have
been left to the elements, creating an eerie
sense of the past.
It’s at the crossroads of yesterday and
today that we take a look at three uniquely
American historic homesteads worthy of an
RV adventure: the Taos Pueblo, a Northern
New Mexico gem; Frank Lloyd Wright’s
Taliesin in Spring Green, Wisconsin; and
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Atalaya, a 19th-century castle built on the
South Carolina shore.

Taos Pueblo

Nestled along the Rocky Mountains, in a
remote New Mexican valley, lays an ancient
pueblo that has been continuously occupied
by indigenous people for more than 1,000
years. Adobe structures, said to have been
built between 1,000 and 1,450 AD, are still
standing and are remarkably preserved.
Caramel-colored rooms punctuated with
turquoise window frames and doors are
stacked atop one another four to five stories
high, creating tiers accessed by ladders.
Inside the pueblo walls, approximately
150 people live year-round in two primary
structures, the North House and the South
House. As tradition dictates: there is no
running water or electricity. Other tribe
members live outside the ancient walls in
modern dwellings. Also of note are kivas,
church ruins and an incredibly photogenic
adobe church.
In 1992, UNESCO awarded the Taos
Pueblo World Heritage status as a site of
“Outstanding Universal Value” in part due to
the thriving culture and authenticity of the
pueblo both inside and outside the walls.

“Built in Wisconsin’s fertile Jones Valley,
in what’s known as the Driftless Region,
it was an on-again, off-again home to
Wright throughout his adult life.”
Eager to share their culture, they are savvy
tourism merchants. Members of the Taos
Pueblo welcome the public for daily guided
tours (except for ten weeks in early spring) as
well as several Feast Days. The most significant
Feast Day celebration is that of San Geronimo,
patron saint of the Taos Pueblo, on September
30. It’s a day of footraces, an artisan market,
traditional clowns and much more.
Honor the customs of this community as
you would when visiting anyone’s home. This
includes observing boundaries, respecting
tribe members and not entering their sole
source of drinking water, the Rio de Pueblo.

Frank Lloyd Wright’s Taliesin

While not one of his most famous buildings,
Taliesin was Frank Lloyd Wright’s most
personal. Built in Wisconsin’s fertile Jones
Valley, in what’s known as the Driftless
Region, it was an on-again, off-again home
to Wright throughout his adult life. It is the
scene of tragedy and rebirth. It’s where
Wright designed some of his most iconic
buildings, including Fallingwater and the
Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, and
where the Taliesin Fellowship was founded.
In keeping with his evolving organic architecture concept, Wright built the structure

on a ridge of family land. Meaning “shining
brow,” Taliesin sweeps the landscape in a
way that Wright described as “low, wide
and snug.” In addition to the main house,
there are several other structures, gorgeous
grounds and Wright’s controversial gravesite
to visit. As is typical with a Wright design, no
detail was too small to be attended to by the
master, even the iron fencing on the terraced
drive up to the main house was placed with
purpose. Taliesin has been compared to
Monticello by many architectural historians.
One called it “not a mere building but an
entire environment in which man, architecture and nature form a harmonious whole.”
The estate, named an UNESCO World
Heritage site in 2019, is located about an
hour from Madison, Wisconsin, and less than
10 minutes from Spring Green. There are
several tours available, and reservations are
highly recommended. The estate also offers
exciting programs and events, including
the Taste of Taliesin taking place at four
significant buildings on the property, serving
a farm-to-table tasting menu, on September
29. It’s an opportunity to stroll the grounds
and experience the seasonal bounty of the
region. Reservations are a must.

Frank Lloyd Wright’s Taliesin.
PHOTO BY CAROL M. HIGHSMITH
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Atalaya Castle grounds.
PHOTO BY DOUG COLDWELL.
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Atalaya Castle

With its romantic courtyard, abandoned
brick rooms, and achingly beautiful views,
visiting Atalaya Castle in South Carolina’s
Murrells Inlet is an interesting exercise for
a vivid imagination. In the early 1930s,
industrialist and philanthropist, Archer M.
Huntington, and his sculptor wife, Anna
Hyatt Huntington, chose this strip of Atlantic
shoreline to develop a winter home to help
combat her tuberculosis. Archer designed
the Moorish-inspired castle based upon his
travels through Spain, featuring a square
tower in one of the courtyards, thus the
name Atalaya, or watchtower in Spanish.
A godsend to the community during the
Great Depression, the Huntingtons hired
locals to build the castle and to support the
crew, teaching them new and valuable skills
and earning respect in the community.
In addition to the home, Brookgreen
Gardens, one of the area’s first sculpture
gardens, was created as an outlet for
Anna’s work.
Atalaya was used by the U.S.
military during World War II, and
the Huntingtons last took up winter
residence in 1946/47. Anna eventually
moved her studio to the Gardens by
1960, and, after Archer’s death, in 1955,
leased a portion of the property, including
the castle, to the state of South Carolina,
forming Huntington Beach State Park. As an
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added bonus, Huntington Beach State Park
offers excellent full and partial hookup sites.
Lovers of arts and crafts won’t want to
miss the 44th Annual Atalaya Arts & Crafts
Festival, running September 27-29, hosting
over 100 artists as well as musicians and
food vendors. It’s a delightful event in a
distinctive national historic landmark setting.

Time To Go Home?

How fortunate we are able to tour homes
of notable figures, historical groups and the
accomplished among us. Doing so helps us
gain insight into their dreams, their imaginations and their successes and failures.
It’s often said that the eyes are a window
to the soul. Certainly, but time exploring
and reflecting upon where another built and
nurtured a portion of their private life is
perhaps the door. Are you coming in?
EVANNE SCHMARDER is sure she got the
wanderlust bug from her grandparents.
In 2000, she and her husband, Ray, set
off on their own adventure in search of a
sunny place to settle down. Eighteen-plus
years later, they’re still roaming the country,
sharing interesting destinations and cooking
up delicious RV kitchen recipes in their popular RV TV
series, RVCookingShow.com.

After towing our 36'
Hitchhiker fifth-wheel trailer
around the country full-time
for 11 years, our awning fabric finally gave up the ghost.
Years of UV rays had weakened the fabric so much that
one day, when we pulled it
out, it tore along both the
top and bottom.

			Fabric
Manual
RV Awning

Replacement
Article by EMILY FAGAN #99408
Photos by EMILY AND MARK FAGAN #99408
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Above: The rivets on the
roller endocarps were
drilled out, and then the
awning arm was detached
from the roller.
Right: The RV awning
torsion assembly was
removed from the outer
casing of the awning roller.
Far Right: The new awning
fabric is slid into the track
on the awning roller. It helps
to have two sets of hands to
slide the new awning fabric
onto the roller.

Replacing RV awning fabric is a
job for at least two people, and it’s
easiest if three or four are available
to assist for certain parts of the
project. It’s also helpful if someone
in the group has done this repair
before since it can be tricky.

E

ven though my talented husband, Mark,
can do almost any repair on our trailer, we decided this particular project
would be best left to a team of pros.
We were near Rapid City, South Dakota,
at the time, and we were fortunate that a
local RV dealership, Jack’s Campers, had the
fabric in stock for our manual 17' Dometic
Sunchaser awning. The repair ended up
costing just under $450, and it took their
experienced mechanics only 45 minutes to
do the job from start to finish.
Here is what the team did to replace our
awning fabric, step-by-step:
First, the awning arms and roller were
removed from the sidewall of our fifth-wheel.
The mechanics unrolled the fabric about a
foot and unscrewed the mounting brackets
that attached the awning arms to the side of
the trailer.
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When the trailer was built, the factory
put putty in the awning fabric track where
the mounting bracket had been, so this was
removed with a flathead screwdriver.
Next, two mechanics grabbed the arms of
the awning and slid the fabric off the awning
track on the RV wall and carried it into the
workshop to rest it on some sawhorses.
Manually operated RV awnings have a
spring inside the roller mechanism, called
a torsion assembly, that rolls up the fabric.
There is a locking mechanism at one end of
the roller to keep the spring inside the roller
tight, preventing the fabric from unrolling.
After replacing the fabric, this locking
mechanism would need to be re-tensioned
so the awning fabric would roll up easily.
At the opposite end of the roller, there is
no-locking mechanism. A mechanic inserted
a tool to lock the spring and removed the
bolt that was holding the awning arm to the
roller at the non-locking end and pulled off
the awning arm. The torsion spring can be
very dangerous when under tension, so a
vise grip is firmly attached to the shaft and
held while the locking tool is removed; then
the spring is carefully unwound while counting the number of turns. The arm at the
locking end of the roller remained attached
throughout the job.

The rivets on the endcap were drilled out,
and the torsion assembly was pulled out. Then
they slid the awning fabric off of the roller.
The mechanics unfolded the new awning
fabric and laid it out in the workshop. After
spraying the track with a heavy-duty silicone
spray to help the fabric slide along the
track smoothly, they slid the fabric into the
track at one end of the roller and inched it
along until it was stretched across the entire
length of the roller.
They placed the torsion assembly inside
the roller and riveted on the new endcap.
The fabric was positioned so it went all
the way to the locking end of the awning. At
the opposite end, they placed a set screw to
prevent the fabric from sliding off the track.
Next, they laid out the fabric so it could be
rolled onto the roller smoothly and used a vise
grip to rotate the spring between 15 and 18
times to get the right spring tension.
Then they bolted the awning arm back
onto the roller, wrapped the awning
fabric loosely around the roller and
carried the whole assembly back
outside to the trailer.
Before the awning was reinstalled
on the trailer, a mechanic sprayed
the awning track on the RV sidewall with
heavy-duty silicone to make it easier to slide

the awning fabric along the track. Using ladders and reaching overhead, four mechanics
maneuvered the awning fabric into the track
on the trailer and slid it to the front end of
the track. This step is where having lots of
hands makes a big difference.
After installing the awning on the trailer,
the mechanics noticed that both feet
attached on the bottoms of the two awning
arms had each developed hairline cracks.
So, they replaced each foot.
The last step was to test the awning by
rolling it all the way out and then all the way in
again. It worked flawlessly and looked great.
After watching this team of professionals
replace the fabric on our manual RV awning,
Mark is confident he could do it as a DIY
project next time, as long as he had some
extra hands for sliding the awning fabric on
and off the sidewall awning track as well as
sliding it on and off the roller track.

Far Left: A set screw is
screwed into the fabric
track to keep the fabric from
sliding out.
Above: A vise grip is used to
rotate the torsion assembly
15 to 18 times to achieve the
correct tension
Left: With its new fabric
and arms reattached, the
awning is walked back out
to the trailer and the fabric
is slid into the track on the
exterior wall of the trailer. It
helps to have extra hands at
this stage to hold the arms
of the awning and to feed
the fabric into the track.

EMILY AND MARK FAGAN have traveled
full-time since 2007, crisscrossing North
America in a 36-foot Hitchhiker fifth-wheel
trailer. For nearly four of those years, they
also cruised the Pacific coast of Mexico in
a 44-foot sailboat. They’ve published over a
thousand articles full of RVing tech tips and travel
tips on their website, RoadsLessTraveled.us.
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Health and Home

The Health Insurance and Domicile Conjunction

As you may know, your domicile
affects your health insurance.
As an attorney offering legal
advice on domicile, one of the first
questions I ask anyone, is about
their health insurance.

O

ne couple planned to become
full-time RVers and wanted to
use the Texas Escapees mail
service address as their permanent address. I asked about their health
insurance. They had an excellent plan out
of Austin (Travis County), Texas. When they
researched what a change of address would
mean with that insurance, they found that
by changing their address to Livingston (Polk
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By K. SUSIE ADAMS #134068

County), Texas, they would lose that coverage. Another woman called saying she was
using her daughter’s address in Houston,
Texas. She found out that if she changed
from Harris County, Texas, to Polk County,
Texas, she too would lose her coverage.
That’s just while moving county to
county in Texas. Then there are those who
have found out what happens when they
change states. One couple, who decided to
become full-time RVers, sold their house in
Virginia and chose South Dakota as their
new domicile. The wife worked remotely
from the road. She contacted her employer
ahead of time and got approval for working
remotely and for changing her address to
South Dakota. She did what I ask everyone
to do, and she verified that her Blue Cross
Blue Shield insurance would cover her in
July/August 2019 ESCAPEES Magazine

South Dakota. What she failed to research
ahead of time was whether it would be the
same coverage. Unfortunately, she found out
after changing her domicile to South Dakota
that her new health insurance plan was more
expensive, had a higher deductible and
didn’t cover everything the plan in Virginia
covered. Blue Cross Blue Shield of South
Dakota was different from Blue Cross Blue
Shield of Virginia.
Whenever someone who is domiciled
in California contacts me and wants a
consultation about changing their domicile
to Texas, I ask them what health care they
have in California. If they say that they have
Kaiser, I let them know that Texas does not
have a program that’s comparable to Kaiser.
Usually, that ends the discussion as Kaiser
seems to offer some excellent options.

Medicare and Supplemental Plans

Then there are those who say, “I’m over 65,
and I am on Medicare, so I can go anywhere.”
That is true. However, if they have supplemental plans (and almost everyone on
Medicare has a supplemental policy), I let
them know that those plans are state-specific and, at times, even county-specific. The
woman described above couldn’t change her
address from Houston to Livingston because
she was concerned about losing her “great
supplemental” plan that is only an option for
those domiciled in Harris County.
Then there are those who have signed
with a “faith-based” policy. One such organization, Aliera Healthcare, was recently
highlighted in an article in the Houston
Chronicle (article by Chris Tomlinson,
Business Section, July 10, 2019). The article
describes Aliera as exploiting “a lightly
regulated corner of health care financing.”
Aliera is careful not to claim that it offers
“insurance.” Instead, it offers “insurance
alternatives.” It offers an “affiliated health
care cost-sharing ministry.”
As I understand it, ministries across the
United States have created these health
care ministries where people in the congregation put money into the system and
then when members of the church need
help to pay medical bills, these programs
help pay those bills. However, these are
not insurance policies, so there is no
regulation.

Do Some Digging

There are many articles on how to
choose health care. Whether it is under
the Affordable Care Act (“Obamacare”) or

medical bill sharing programs or ones I
have not discussed, Health Savings
Accounts, Health Discount Cards, whatever
you may research, do some digging before
deciding which meets your particular needs.
I do not know the ins and outs of choosing
good healthcare policies and, from that,
choosing the best domicile for your needs.
I can say, just from what I glean from those
who call my office or schedule an in-office
consultation, that this is something to
research before choosing the best domicile
for your lifestyle.

“As you are researching where to call
‘home’ as a domicile question, one
crucial factor is where can you get
the best health insurance for you and
your family at this stage of your life.”
At This Stage of Your Life

As you are researching where to call “home”
as a domicile question, one crucial factor is
where can you get the best health insurance
for you and your family at this stage of your
life. If you are retired and over 65, know that
Medicare supplements differ state to state
and sometimes county to county. Research
what the rates will be and what the coverage
will be based on where you might choose
to call home. If you are under 65 and have
proper health insurance in the state you
want to vacate, first compare the cost of
health insurance in the state you want to call
home. Once again, ask about the details.
You will need to know the ramifications
of changing from the program you have
now to the one you would have at your new
domicile: the cost, coverage and the deductible. And then stay healthy, so your travels
will take you to fun places, and this will be
nothing but an intellectual exercise!
K. SUSIE ADAMS has been a lawyer for over
30 years, spending 15 of those years as a
trial lawyer. She also taught legal writing at
the University of Houston Law School. From
2011–2016, she was executive director of
Childrenz Haven, the Child Advocacy Center
of Polk County, Texas. Susie and her husband,
James Frost, reside in Livingston, Texas.
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The Canada-U.S. border
is the longest international
border in the world:
over 5,000 miles with more than
100 highway-crossing points, also
known as “ports of entry.” RVers
can cross easily in either direction,
but need to pay close attention to
customs regulations, which differ
somewhat depending on which
country you are entering. The job
of Canadian and U.S. Customs
officers is to ensure that travelers
adhere to these regulations.

Customs Regulations for

U.S. and
Canada
BORDER
CROSSING
By LARRY MACDONALD, Guest Contributor
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T

he level of vigilance at the border will
vary depending on the existing level
of threat to national security. When
you interact with a Customs officer,
keep in mind that they are extremely busy
keeping our borders safe and secure and
would much rather clear you efficiently than
to have to search your RV for a couple of
smuggled potatoes! Ninety-eight percent
of border crossings are routine and brief.
Hopefully, the following information will help
ensure that you are part of that group of
travelers.

Crossing into the United States

My wife, Sandy, and I are Canadian full-time
RVers who have crossed the border, both
ways, dozens of times since we typically
snowbird in the South. Last fall, we pulled
up to a U.S. border-crossing booth and the
interaction went exactly like this:
Me: “Hello” while handing the Customs
officer (CO) our passports.
CO: While scanning our passports, “Do
either of you have a criminal record?”
Me: “No.”
CO: “How long do you plan to be in the
U.S.?”
Me: “Five-and-a-half months.”
CO: “Are you bringing in any alcohol?”
Me: “Two bottles that we bought at the
duty-free store.”
CO: “Do you have any fruits or vegetables?”
Me: “No”
CO: While handing back our passports,
“Have a good trip.”
That’s what I would call “routine and
brief!” However, occasionally I’ve been
part of the two percent who are detained
for some reason, depending mostly on the
discretion of the Customs officer.
On one occasion a few years ago, the U.S.
Customs officer noticed that we had a dog
and asked that we pull aside so agriculture
officers could search our RV. We were told
to put the dog in an outside pen (which they
provided) and our cat in the shower. Then
we were asked to wait inside their office.
A half-hour later, they came in with three
bags: dog food, cat food and birdseed. The
made-in-Canada pet foods contained lamb,
which was not permitted in the U.S. Goat
would also have been prohibited, unless the
packaging indicated the food was made in
the U.S. I wasn’t sure why they confiscated
the birdseed, which we had previously
bought in the U.S., but I wasn’t about to
argue with a Customs officer.

“It is important to declare any
agricultural product. A smuggled
orange or potato might carry
microscopic pests that could
devastate the agricultural industry,
causing millions of dollars in losses.”
In preparation for our next trip south, I
called U.S. Customs to inquire about allowable food items. They advised me to contact
the Department of Agriculture (USDA) as
Customs only enforces USDA guidelines.
The USDA official informed me that meat,
except for lamb and goat from Canada,
is allowed (although a later breakout of
“mad cow disease” prohibited beef). Fresh
fruits grown in the States or Canada are
also allowed provided they are “in season”
and marked with brand labels. Citrus fruits
(oranges, lemons, limes, grapefruit, kumquats and mandarins) are not allowed. Fresh
vegetables are allowed if grown in the U.S.
or Canada with the exception of potatoes
grown in Canada. Idaho potatoes would be
allowed if clearly labeled.
If there is any doubt about the origin, all
fruits and vegetables are prohibited. We
typically eat several of our last meals with
these guidelines in mind. We also restrict
alcoholic beverages to one bottle per person
to avoid paying duty.
It is important to declare any agricultural
product. A smuggled orange or potato might
carry microscopic pests that could devastate
the agricultural industry, causing millions of
dollars in losses. That’s why the penalties
are so severe for smuggling—up to $50,000
in fines! You, as an RVer, are responsible
for knowing the prohibited foods. Even if
Customs doesn’t ask, failure to declare your
fruits and vegetables may result in a fine. On
a typical day, U.S. Customs Service makes
over 400 seizures of illegal goods, about
100 of which are food items.
During another crossing, I visited the U.S.
Customs office and requested a handout
of allowable and prohibited food items.
Surprisingly, the officer said they didn’t have
one because the regulations change from
day to day. He did agree that they enforce
the USDA guidelines, but he didn’t have a
handout of those guidelines either.
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A year later, I again visited a U.S. Customs
office, and this time the officer provided
me with a handout of the USDA guidelines.
When I asked if he would confiscate oranges,
he said, “Yes, except those in an unopened
package.” Yet, the guidelines state “Citrus
CROSSING INTO THE U.S. fruits are not allowed.”
www.cbp.gov/travel
Marijuana recently became legal in
CROSSING INTO CANADA Canada but is still illegal in the U.S. Do not
take marijuana or related products, even for
www.inspection.gc.ca
medical use, across the border. Doing so can
CROSSING IN
result in fines and even jail time.
EITHER DIRECTION
Firearms are also not permitted to cross
www.ezbordercrossing.com
the border unless they are going to be used
for hunting or a shooting competition, in
which case you will need to complete a form
(6NIA) prior to arriving at the border to
receive a permit. Note that processing time
could be as long as two or three months.
Again, failure to declare can result in fines or
even jail time, so it’s best to leave your guns
at home.

Before You Go

Because of the changing
regulations and complicated
conditions, consider checking the following websites
before crossing the border.

Crossing into Canada

RVers from the U.S. who visit Canada must
be aware of what they can bring into the
country. Many of the same rules apply
regarding transporting fruits, vegetables,
meats, alcohol and marijuana. Even though
the latter is legal in Canada, it is illegal to
bring marijuana across the border from the
States. If you carry a firearm in your RV,
unless you have a valid reason for bringing
it into Canada, leave it south of the border
to be picked up when you return. It will be
confiscated and not returned if you fail to
declare it and a search turns up a firearm.
Once while returning to Canada after
spending the winter down south, we were
asked to pull over and open our slides. The
Canadian Customs officer confiscated two
frozen chicken breasts. I can see confiscating
a live chicken, which might spread disease,
but a frozen chicken breast? Again, I wasn’t
going to argue with a Customs officer.
On another occasion, we were again
asked to open our slides and two officers
searched through every nook and cranny.
They said we had more than two bottles of
wine, but because we lived in our RV, they
did not charge duty on the few extras. We
also had bottles of partially consumed
liquor, which they said was okay, since
they knew it wasn’t being imported
for resale. Although we were delayed
for an hour or so, at least these guys
used their official discretion in our
favor for a change.
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Hints For a Routine
and Brief Crossing
• Remove your sunglasses and be
friendly to the Customs officer.
• Present your passports immediately.
(Passports must be valid for the
duration of the time you plan to
spend in the country you are visiting.)
• Have these documents readily
available: Driver license, vehicle
insurance and registration and
rabies/vaccination records if you’re
traveling with pets.
• Be courteous and answer questions
as briefly as possible.
• When returning from an RV trip in
either country, have a list of goods
acquired (including gifts and vehicle
repairs) with costs to determine
whether you will have to pay duties.
(Snowbirds are allowed up to $800
CAD [Canadian dollars] per person
when returning home to Canada.)
• Have no fruits and vegetables
(unless cut up or cooked), plants,
birdseed or goat or lamb in the
freezer or in pet food.
• Use any firewood you may have in
your rig before crossing the border,
as Customs will confiscate it.
Customs officer will ask if you have
alcoholic beverages. We have been allowed
to keep opened and partially consumed
alcohol; however, there is a limit on
unopened containers. You can bring back up
to 1.5 litres of wine or 1.14 litres of alcoholic
beverages or up to 8.5 litres of beer.
Most border crossings have narrow lanes,
so drivers of large rigs should use caution,
especially with side mirrors extended.
A final word of advice: Be truthful!
Otherwise, you could be denied entry to
either country on the spot and for multiple
future years at the discretion of the Customs
officer. And for most of us, that would put a
serious crimp in our RV lifestyle.
LARRY MACDONALD, is a freelance journalist from British Columbia, Canada, who sold
his “sticks and bricks” 11 years ago and now
travels full-time with his wife, dog and cat.
He enjoys writing about their adventures.
To see more, go to www.landyachting.ca
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From left to right: Jason and Elizabeth McWhorter,
Schyler Wadolny holding Scout, Hannah Martin,
Marni Pearlman, and Mark Emrick at the Xscapers
4th of July Convergence in Salida, Colorado.
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“Belonging to Escapees is
like finding a pile of gold.

The shovel may cost you
$40 a year, but how else will you
collect the gold?”
Kay Peterson #1
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A Message From The Board
Paddling Like Crazy

Magazine

We are well into our 41st year as a club,
and a lot is happening behind the scenes.
We are the metaphoric duck on the water—on the surface, we are gliding along;
but, beneath the surface, our little feet are
paddling like crazy. We will share updates
on our projects as we have them. For the
moment, a bit of housekeeping.
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“How Are We Doing” Comment Cards

If you have ever visited an Escapees Rainbow Park,
you were given a “How Are We Doing?” comment card.
These simple comment cards are precious to us, and we
read each one of them. Your comments and suggestions
inform us of the improvements we need to make and
shine a light on what we are doing well. We do not want
to change something that is working well inadvertently.
Based on your feedback, and to fulfill our promise to
improve continuously, we have been upgrading the
infrastructure at our parks. The results of some of these
projects may not be immediately apparent. For instance,
we all assume that when we visit any RV park, the septic
system will work and the roads will be well maintained.
Other projects are immediately apparent. For instance,
the campsites are well-groomed. Maintaining RV parks
takes the continuous work of dedicated people—and
we have the best park managers and work campers in
September/October 2019

the industry. Properly maintaining RV parks takes you
providing feedback. So, next time you visit an Escapees
RV park, please complete the HAWD comment card. We
rely on your feedback to make the parks a great place
for everyone to visit.

Widen the Circle

The current active Escapees RV Club membership numbers are at record highs, approximately 34,500 families
and growing. With new faces around the campfire, it can
be difficult to know everyone. Naturally, we are going to
gravitate to certain people over others. Not everyone
you meet is going to become your lifelong best friend.
(What a wonderful world it would be if that were true.)
In the last issue, we called out to our veteran members to “help our new members understand our values
and our history, so that our values—the heart and soul
of this club—remain our guiding light.” It is time that we
issue a challenge to all members, veterans, and recently
joined alike. It is very easy when you are new to any
group to stay on the sidelines and watch; likewise, once
you join a group, it is easy to cling to your well-established relationships. The challenge is simply this: greet
someone new. All of your lifelong friendships began
with “Hello, my name is…” And in this club, you have
a relatively good chance of finding a like-minded soul.
So, next time you see an SKP you don’t know, widen
the circle and an offer a hug or a handshake. You never
know, you may have just shaken hands or hugged your
new best friend.
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“So, next time you see an SKP you
don’t know, widen the circle, and an
offer a hug or a handshake.”
If Not Us, Who?

Unfortunately, today, there are fewer guardians in our
industry protecting the rights of RVers. As such, the
mantle of advocacy falls on all of us. We at Escapees
work to protect RVers’ rights, where and how we can.
Advocacy ranges in the scope from initiatives that resolve
relatively quickly and those that take years to accomplish.
For instance, recently, a county in Florida attempted to
require RVers to remain in the state for six months before
they would issue vehicle registrations. Fortunately, that
issue was resolved favorably in a few weeks. On the other
end of the spectrum, we have been working with RVIA’s
Government Affairs team to compel Congress and the
Department of the Interior to fund the $12 billion maintenance backlog at our national parks—while modernizing
them in the process. This has been a multi-year initiative
requiring meetings with senators, congressmen/congresswomen, and members of the Department of the Interior.
Throughout that process, we have asked for your input
via surveys. Your responses have carried to the highest
levels of government bolstering our efforts with real-world

NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS
HOLIDAY HOURS FOR 2019

experiences. And yet, at the time of this writing, there is
still work to be done.
Regardless of whether the issue is big or small, or
whether it takes weeks or years to resolve, it has an
origin point. Someone, somewhere, gets a sense that
something is amiss and decides to act. Often we learn of
advocacy issues from our contacts within the industry.
However, just as frequently, we learn about violations of
RVers’ rights from you. If all of us decide to act as sentinels, dutifully watching for potential advocacy issues,
then we can preserve our right to RV where and how we
choose. As such, if you have an issue that threatens to
impact the entire RVing community, please contact us at
clubbusiness@escapees.com.
Notably, we cannot fight every fight, nor will we win
every battle we fight. We have to prioritize issues that
impact the entire community over personal matters.
However, we will always strive to the best of our ability
to fight to protect RVers’ rights. For if not us, all of us
together, who?

The Escapees RV Club National Headquarters observes
national holidays to coincide with post office closures.
For your convenience, the dates for 2019 are listed
below. Please remember that Escapees mail service
and the club business office will be closed on these
dates, so be sure to call ahead for your mail.
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• September 2—Labor Day
• October 14—Columbus Day
• November 11—Veterans Day
• November 28 & 29—Thanksgiving Day (2 days)
• December 24—Christmas Eve
• December 25—Christmas Day
• December 31—New Year’s Eve
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THE PETERSON

SPIRIT AWARD
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WINNERS MAY AND JUNE 2019
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As we celebrate four
decades of serving RVers,
we want to observe and
uphold the spirit of
our founders,
Joe and Kay
Peterson,
and the feelings of
community fostered
through caring and sharing.
To do this,
we have created the
Peterson Spirit Award,
a prestigious honor
to be granted to
Escapees members who
demonstrate our core
value by going over and
above the expectations of
others in order to support
a fellow RVer in need.

DON GABLER
#141182
When a fellow Xscapers
community member broke
her ankle, Don immediately
came to her aid and offered
assistance. He drove her and
her RV from Oregon, down
to Arizona, delivering her to
her destination safely. Don
then flew back to Oregon, at
his own expense, only asking
that she pay forward the
good deed when she can.
Since then, Don has
continued supporting his
fellow members through
unsolicited offers of help,
whether it requires him
climbing on top of RVs or
wriggling underneath to help
those in need. His attitude
and pay-it-forward mentality
are what caring and sharing is
all about!

MATTHEW AND KAYLA
KVACIK #148690
When they became stuck
after a week of rain and mud,
a member posted about their
predicament in the Xscapers
Facebook group. As luck
would have it, her nearest
Xscapers neighbors were
Matthew and Kayla Kvacik.
These two sprung into action
with a “we’re on our way!”
They showed up ready for
action with their Jeep and
towing gear. One quick tug
and she was out!
What makes this more
special is that Matthew and
Kayla brought their child
along for the ride, traveling
more than two hours
round-trip. Not only did they
help a fellow RVer in need,
but they set an example for
their pint-sized RVer. Actions
such as this are prime
examples of what it means
to be a part of this great
community and to be a
special kind of person.
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GRETCHEN MATTISON
#96264
With eleven nominations
from her fellow members,
it was easy to see that
Gretchen has made an
impact on our community!
She has gone above and
beyond, time and again, to
selflessly and
energetically offer her time to
the Escapees community and
the Boomers BoF.
From making hundreds of
“Pancakes for CARE” at her
own expense to volunteering
her time to host large
community gatherings,
Gretchen exemplifies what it
means to be an SKP by giving
back in many ways to those
around her!

CHARLES ZINNA
#63097
Charlie stepped in to help
a fellow member in a crisis.
When a fellow member of
Jojoba Hills SKP RV Resort
needed help getting their
5th-wheel back to the park,
Charlie purchased an airline
ticket and flew to Washington
to meet up with this
member whom he hadn’t met
before. He then drove his
fellow Escapee and towed her
5th-wheel back to Jojoba Hills
in Southern California. Charlie
did not want or expect any
compensation for his
assistance other than
reimbursement for his airfare.
Charlie Zinna exemplifies the
true Escapees meaning of
caring and sharing by
selflessly giving his time, help
and compassion during a
time of stress and anxiety to
ensure a fellow member got
home safely. For this reason,
Charlie deserves to be
recognized for his good deed!

DAVE MCKENNA
#108456
While Dave was volunteering
at CARE, which he has done
for several years, he offered
to drive to Houston and pick
up a fellow member from
the airport. This member
was coming into Houston to
receive their camper, which
was arriving from Argentina.
Dave then drove him to
Customs and to the port to
help pick up the camper.
Knowing the delays that may
occur with Customs, Dave
offered further assistance by
inviting his fellow member to
sleep in his RV and drive him
back to Houston on Monday.
Dave always steps forward
whether it’s to help a friend,
volunteer at CARE or manage
the membership list for the
Boomers BoF, which is a
huge job with group currently
having over 1,500 members.

NOMINATE SOMEONE!
You will need their name and
member number (also referred to
as SKP #), plus your name, your
contact information, a description
of the action or behavior for which
you are nominating them and an
explanation of why you feel this
action is worthy of the award.
Recipients will be selected from
the submitted nominations on a
monthly basis by the Escapees RV
Club’s Board of Directors.
VISIT
MEMBER.ESCAPEES.OM/PETERSONAWARD
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A MESSAGE FROM
XSCAPERS FOUNDERS
By TRAVIS CARR #8, Escapees President, and MELANIE CARR #8, Escapees Vice President
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Expanding Our Circles
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For those of you that have been active
within Xscapers, you have undoubtedly seen the tremendous growth of the
community and Convergence attendance.
Xscapers numbers are about to crest the
six thousand membership mark, which is
roughly twelve thousand individuals, in four
short years. Convergences that once hosted an average of 20 RVs now swell to over
one or two hundred rigs. Even with more
Convergences added to the yearly schedule and the use of larger facilities, we are
still struggling to keep up.
September/October 2019

We often get a lot of credit for the creation of Xscapers
and the community that has been built. However, the
truth is we have an awesome playbook! Joe, Kay, Bud,
Cathie and Escapees members, all have a tremendous
amount of experience, and the growing pains we face
today are no different from the early challenges of our
41-year history. When we find ourselves with questions
or in need of guidance, we dig out the history books,
make some calls and look to the groundwork that was
previously laid out in search of answers.
As Xscapers ages and the average length of membership increases, it is essential that we continue to
foster community and new friendships amongst those
new and seasoned. We must find ways to be inclusive
and supportive of all those around us by expanding
opportunities for community connections beyond that of
Xscapers Convergences. In the 1980s, Escapees looked
to the membership for help with this very same issue
by creating member-run programs such as the BOFs
(Birds of a Feather) and chapters. Both programs, which
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Convergence in Salida, Colorado 2019.
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week doesn’t go by that a photo on our Instagram or
Facebook feed shows a group of familiar faces hanging
out together at local brewery, convention or simply out
in the middle of nowhere. These community meetups
couldn’t put a bigger smile on our face as they represent our ultimate success in creating meaningful and
lifelong friendships.
With Xscapers no doubt being the next generation of
Escapees RV Club membership, we all must ensure that
we pick up the torch and carry it forward into the future
by inviting our fellow RVers and community into our
circles. We ask that you go above and beyond to make
those around you feel welcome and help expand social
connections by considering the creation of a BOF, hosting a community meetup or merely extending a warm
welcome to join in. As an organization, we are here to
help and support you, so please don’t hesitate to reach
out if you would like to do something for your fellow
Xscapers tribe! You can always reach us at traviscarr@
escapees.com and melaniecarr@escapees.com.

ESCAPEES

are still a part of Escapees today, set an example of the
community helping to expand the club’s circles. With
the help of a little Xscapers flare, the concepts of these
programs and their groundwork provide an opportunity
to add more chairs around our campfire.
At the recent 4th of July Convergence in Salida,
Colorado, a day didn’t go by that someone wasn’t
hosting some impromptu interest-based activity
such as mountain biking, beer exchange, off-roading,
YouTube discussion, games and so on. While most
attendees joined in on the official scheduled activities,
when there was downtime, you couldn’t look around
without seeing a group of ten to twenty people hanging
outside a random RV having fun together. This natural
feeling of belonging and connecting is what makes this
organization so unique. It’s thanks to all of you, who
probably don’t even realize the impact you have made
on someone, by extending a welcoming invitation to join
in on the fun.
The same holds true outside of Convergences. A
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XSCAPERS EVENTS
By JP SMITH #115625, Convergence Director
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Often in this bi-monthly magazine article,
I recap the awesome convergences and
let people know what they are missing
out on and what’s coming up. So far this
year, there have been 9 Convergences and
1,472 Xscapers in attendance. We are
having as much fun and excitement as can
be had at the Convergences. I think a cool
measure of success is how many people
meet up after a Convergences and keep
the family vibe going.
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If you’ve read any of my previous articles, you know
my favorite post-Convergence survey question is, “Did
you make plans at this Convergence to meet up with
fellow Xscapers afterward?” That question consistently
gets about an 80 percent “yes” response. Which, to me,
is amazing! That means 80 percent of people showed up
and made such good friends that they didn’t want the
community to end. Eighty percent showed up and either
didn’t make plans to see what was happening afterward
or changed their plans to join others. That is what makes
this community so amazing. The weeks between our
meetups are becoming mini-Convergences in their own.
I just finished a fantastic convergence, with 120 RVs
attending. We all marched in the small town’s 4th of July
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parade and listened to hilarious comedians at a private
party. We enjoyed a concert with local bluegrass musicians, drank craft beer at a next-door brewery, played
games and sang karaoke and danced the night away
on several occasions. It wasn’t enough. The last night,
the main topic of conversation was nothing more than
“Where you headed next?”
Seemingly everyone was moving to an RV park or
BLM land nearby, to get back to work but still have new
and old friends nearby. It is incredible to think that a few
years ago, most of us would be doing the same thing but
likely alone, looking for other like-minded working-age
RVers. And now, you almost have to schedule a week
away from other Xscapers. There are loosely formed
meetups and caravans moving all over the country and
following the good weather.
The meetups that I’ve been around follow a typical
pattern with the low-key after-work meetups or short
hikes, then getting out and exploring on the weekend.
The key difference between them and a scheduled
Convergence is usually size. Convergences can be big
weeklong social marathons, a lot, for most of us, for
more than a few days at a time. But the caravan and
spontaneous meetups afterward and before can be a
great way to bookend these events. Some people have
taken to traveling full-time in small groups between
Convergences, spending months together on the road
rolling from event to event.
We have spoken a lot about the sense of community
that Xscapers is bringing to a new generation of RVers.
But nothing is a more tangible expression of that community than the fact that people make such good friends at
Convergences that they don’t want to be apart from them
and instead choose to travel alongside their new friends.
Come to an upcoming event and see for yourself.

PHOTO BY STEVE AND KAREN UPP #146107.
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UPCOMING CONVERGENCES
CAMPGROUND CONVERGENCE

XSCAPERS CRUISE

SEPTEMBER 5–OCTOBER 6, 2019
ESCAPEES DREAM CATCHER RV PARK, DEMING, NM

DECEMBER 13–18, 2019
ROYAL CARIBBEAN WESTERN CARIBBEAN CRUISE • GALVESTON, TEXAS

Xscapers take over an Escapees park! Do you want to slow down your
travels or just need a place to sit still and work on that big project?
Xscapers will converge in Deming, New Mexico, for a month of relaxing,
working and sight-seeing with affordable full hookups. Days will be left free for
work and activities will take place in the evenings and on weekends.

Xscapers take to the seas for a cruise to Mexico. Join fellow
Xscapers for a five-night cruise to sunny Mexico on Royal
Caribbean’s luxury ship Enchantment of the Seas. Most of the
week, you will be free to do as you please with scheduled
Xscapers meetups while at sea.

JEKYLL ISLAND CONVERGENCE

XSCAPERS ANNUAL BASH 2020

SEPTEMBER 29–OCTOBER 4, 2019
JEKYLL ISLAND CAMPGROUND, 1197 RIVERVIEW DR
JEKYLL ISLAND, GA 31527 • $30–$375

JANUARY 11-19, 2020
LAKE HAVASU RODEO GROUNDS, DUB CAMPBELL PKWY
LAKE HAVASU, AZ 86406 • $250-300

Join fellow Xscapers in the Golden Isles of Georgia on beautiful Jekyll Island
for a week mixed with relaxation, excitement and fun. This outdoor
wonderland is filled with hiking and biking trails, abundant sealife and many
activities for all. Our home base will be Jekyll Island Campground, a large
scenic campground nestled on the north end of the island surrounded by old
growth timber and great beaches.

The Xscapers Annual Bash is back at our rodeo grounds home in
Lake Havasu City Arizona. Come join us for the social event of the
RVers’ year. Over 600 working-age RVers from all walks of life will
descend on the edge of the Colorado River for a week of
excitement, entertainment, education, games, fun, romance, and
new and old friendships!

Las vegas
Halloween
convergence
oct. 27-nov.3
2019
CAMPGROUND

takeover
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DEMING, NM

SEPT. 5 - OCT. 6
2019

jekyll
island
convergence
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SEPT. 29-OCT. 4

baja

convergence

Party - jan. 26-Feb. 5
Chill - Feb. 4-14

2020

Balloon
Fiesta
October 3-9

2019

xscapers

cruise to mexico

dec. 13 - 18

2019

For more information on Xscapers events, visit
www.xscapers.com or find us on Facebook.
September/October 2019
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SKP DINE-OUTS
It’s time to eat!

Join fellow Escapees for any one of these regional dine-outs.

ALABAMA

Gulf Shores: 2nd Mon, 10 a.m., Original Oyster House.
701 Gulf Shores Pkwy. Ruth E. Snashall: 408-206-2831,
ruthsnashall@icloud.com. Oct-April

ARIZONA

NEVADA

Pahrump: 2nd Mon, 11:30 a.m., Mountain Falls Grill, 5001 Clubhouse Dr. George Leese: bigbg62@yahoo.com. Sept-May
Reno: 1st. Wed, 1 p.m., Gold ’N Silver Inn Restaurant, 790 W 4th
St. Adrian Jones: adrianandrebecca@att.net

Apache Junction: 1st and 3rd Wed, 11:30 a.m., Mickey D’s Café,
1408 W. Apache Trail. Please RSVP Norm and Ritchie Eriksen:
480-671-0610, twocanyondwellers@msn.com. Nov-March

NEW MEXICO

Benson: 2nd Wed, 11:30 a.m., San Pedro Golf Course, Ironwood
Grill, 926 N Madison Ave. Chuck Dupuis: 520-360-5695,
cddupuis@gmail.com. Nov-April

NEW YORK

Tonopah: Taco Tuesday 6:30 p.m., Tonopah Family Restaurant,
41101 West Indian School Rd. Call or text to confirm, Mike:
602-325-3171, Ajo: 207-743-3378, ajo@thecatdragdinn.org

OREGON

Wickenburg: Visit the Chapter 32 website or voice mail for date
and location. Dawn Ewell: 303-988-4597, imslide@gmail.com.
Nov 2017-April 2018
Yuma: 2nd Wed, 10 a.m., Foothill’s Eatery and Spirit, 12871 S
Interstate 8 Frontage Rd. Diane Sears: 936-215-9632 Nov-April

CALIFORNIA

Lakewood: Ladies breakfast every Tues. Men’s breakfast every
Thurs. Call 575-457-2303 for more information.
Rochester: 3rd Tues, 11:30 a.m., Golden Corral, 450 Jefferson Rd.
Marilyn Woodside: 908-377-7765, lynhw15@gmail.com. July-Nov
Medford: 2nd Tues, 11 a.m., Elmer’s Restaurant, 2000 Biddle
Road. Kathryn Perry: 541-659-7208, perrykathryn4@gmail.com
Sutherlin: 2nd Wed, 9 a.m. (breakfast), Abby’s Legendary Pizza,
1011 W Central Ave. Rick De Young: 541-315-2830. Jan-Dec
Gresham: 4th Mon, 1 p.m., Heidi’s Restaurant, 1230 N.E. Cleveland. Michael Surratt: 503-667-0819, mrat1945@frontier.com

TENNESSEE

Crossville: 2nd Wed, 11:30 a.m., Vegas Steakhouse. 3152 North
Main St. Ralph Wiggers: 931-787-4157. April-Nov

Clovis: 1st Thurs, 11:15 a.m., Denny’s Restaurant, 710 W Shaw
Ave. 936-612-3216. Wayne Zimmerman: 559-638-1631.

TEXAS

Huntington Beach: 3rd Wed, 11:30 a.m., Sonny’s Restaurant,
7148 Edinger Ave. Rick Comaroto: 714-889-8549,
rnhcomar@aol.com

UTAH

Modesto: 1st Tues, 11:30 a.m., The Golden Corral Buffet and Grill,
3737 McHenry Ave. Ray Bailey: 209-532-0444,
bailey-r@sbcglobal.net. Feb-Nov
Redding: 1st Tues, 11:30 a.m., Country Waffle, 2300 Athens Ave.
Nancy Voyles: 530-357-4762, tsrnan@aol.com. March-Dec

Livingston: 2nd Fri, 1 p.m., For location, call 888-757-7701 x8010.
David Horton: 563-529-6181, dhortodhdhorton2@aol.com
West Valley City: 3rd Thurs, 1 p.m., Golden Corral, 3399 West,
3500 South. Lawrence Pay: 801-599-3518, lnpay@msn.com

WASHINGTON

Marysville: 1st Sat, 9:30 a.m. Golden Corral Buffet & Grill, 1065
State Ave. Ray/Sandy Hoyt: 425-750-6139, razerroof@aol.com.
May-Sept
Mount Vernon: 1st Tues, 11 a.m., Royal Star Buffet, 2300 Freeway
Drive. Bud/Lori Kauffman: 206-953-6433, budkauffman@me.com.
May-Sept

San Diego area: 4th Sat, 9 a.m. breakfast, Marie Callender’s,
6950 Alvarado Rd. Meeting follows at 10 a.m. Mike Formico:
619 884-9069, mformico@cs.com

Tacoma: 2nd Tues, 11 a.m., Old Country Buffet, 5815 Lakewood
Towne Center. Barb Johnson: 360-908-0699, barbj1752@msn.com

Santa Maria: 2nd Thurs (every month), 11:30 a.m., IHop,
202 Nickolson Ave. Anna Hartman: 805-937-1856.

DeForest: 1st Wed, 1 p.m. Norske Nook, 100 E. Holum Street. Ken
Cerling: 608-219-6239, cerlingconstruction@gmail.com. May-Sept

Visalia: Last Fri (Jan-Oct), 3rd Fri (Nov-Dec) 9:30 a.m. Ryan’s Place
Restaurant, 3103 S. Mooney Blvd. Bring a friend; wear a badge.

COLORADO

Englewood: 2nd Tues, 12 p.m. Golden Corral. 4000 River Point Pkwy.
(To find us with your GPS use alt address 3677 S Santa Fe Dr.)
Chuck Derington: 303-842-1519, chuckderington@comcast.net

FLORIDA

Clermont: 1st Thurs, 11 a.m., Golden Corral. 1555 Grand Hwy.
Glenna Watson: 352-502-3748, glennaw2@gmail.com. Nov-April

MISSOURI

Springfield: 1st Fri, 1 p.m., Golden Corral, 2734 N. Kansas Expway. Vernon Eide: 417-766-2191. (Casual campouts held 3rd Tues
of each month, April-Oct. Vernon Eide, eidevernon@yahoo.com)

CANADA

AB (location TBA): 2nd Wed, noon. Check Chapter 44 website
locations and times/888-757-7701 x8044. Carol Davis.
BC, Kelowna: 2nd Tues, 12 p.m. 88 Grand Buffet, 2339 Hwy. 97
N. Sharon Rajotte: 250-707-0602, rsrajotte@telus.net
BC, Nanaimo: 3rd Wed, 11:30 a.m., Ricky’s All Day Grill, Inside
Days Inn, 809 Island Hwy S. Bernardien Knol: bernardienknol@
msn.com, April-Oct. Except June and Sept
BC, Vernon: Last Tues, noon. Army, Navy and Airforce Club—
Spitfire Grill, 2500 46th Ave. Kathleen Bone: 250-265-1192,
kathyskp@telus.net
ON, Talbotville: 1st Tues, 11:30 a.m., Wayside Restaurant,
10680 Sunset Rd. Sharon Sandau: 519-862-2152,
sdsandau@teksavvy.com. May-Nov
ON, Barrie: 1st Thurs, 12:30 p.m., Mandarin Restaurant, 28 Fairview Rd. Peta: 705-728-5639, petaarends@gmail.com. May and Oct
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Ventura: 1st Tues (every month), 11 a.m. Main Restaurant Steakhouse, 3159 E. Main St. Chuck Burton: 805 647-7382.

WISCONSIN

ESCAPEES

Sacramento: 2nd Wed, 11:30 p.m., Denny’s, 3520 Auburn Blvd.
David Studivant: 916-481-1357, oldgrizfo@comcast.net.
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BIRDS OF A FEATHER

Escapees Special Interest Groups
Escapees Birds of a Feather (BoF) groups share lifestyle interests. Expand your talents and share your knowledge.
Whether you are a beginner or an expert, you are welcome.
Alternative Medicine: Newsletter about, but not limited to, herbs,
vitamins, dietary ideas, natural healing, attaining and maintaining
health. I also send BoF Extras and Bits&Pieces. Free e-newsletter.
Send SKP# and e-mail address to thrivebydesignonline@outlook.com.
Please include BoF or Escapees in the subject line. Joyce Langley
#147115. 164 CR 2127, PO Box 302, Burkeville, TX 75932.
Amateur Radio: Newsletter is $5 for three issues. Published January,
May and September. Include name, amateur radio call sign, if licensed,
SKP #, spouse’s name, address, check and e-mail address, to Forrest
Clark, KC9YMH, SKP #110995, 411 Walnut St., PMB #10903, Green
Cove Springs, FL 32043.
Bikes, Boots ’n Paddles: Casual group (no dues/no newsletter) for
those who like to read about or participate in cycling, walking and hiking
and/or paddling activities. Meet at Escapades and informal gatherings
or simply share experiences online. Share routes, trails, locations,
equipment and photos. Facebook: “SKP Bikes, Boots ’N Paddles BoF.”
Nancy Cullinan: nancullinan@gmail.com
Boomers: Casual group (no rules/no officers/no cost) for those who
have a youthful mindset. Members enjoy hiking, beading, biking,
reading, 4-wheel drives or just sitting around the campfire. Monthly
e-newsletter, Facebook and Yahoo! groups provide opportunities to
share the RVing experience. Impromptu gatherings pop up several
times a year. Send your name and SKP# to boomerBoF@gmail.com.
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Boondockers: Casual group (no dues) enjoying the dry-camping
lifestyle. Bimonthly newsletter lists rendezvous. (Dry-camp spots not
listed.) Stan/Mikki Vincent, subscription coordinators; Darryl and Judy
Wilson, editors. Judy Wilson, wilsonjudwil2@gmail.com to join. The
e-mail address for the boondockers BoF has been changed. If anyone has
previously requested to join and did not receive a response, contact Judy
wilson at wilsonjudwil2@gmail.com.
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Buffs: Buffs like to think of themselves as the Birds withOut Feathers
BoF. This group is for SKP members who enjoy wholesome social
nudism. On our Yahoo! groups website, read reviews of nudist campgrounds, receive answers to questions, read our newsletter, locate
nudist campgrounds who offer discounts to Buffs, see who might
be camping near you and get involved in discussions. No cost to
join. E-mail pamelapelc@yahoo.com. Include SKP# and reason for
wanting to join.
Christian Fellowship: The Christian Fellowship BoF is a gathering of
Escapees believers drawing together to form a mobile church-without-walls for fellowship, fun, worship, spiritual growth and serving
communities. We pray for and encourage one another, while not
focusing on denominationalism. Meet at Escapades and Christian
Fellowship BoF rallies. Visit www.cfbof.com. Membership is free. For
rally information, contact Allen Ferguson at fergizmo@thefergs.com.
Computers: For all computer users—PC, Mac, Linux. Info is exchanged
by e-mail. To subscribe to the general or the PC newsgroup, e-mail
ComputerBoF-subscribe@yahoogroups.com. Contact Tom McIlwain,
6003 Main St., Center Valley, PA 18034. To subscribe to the Linux
sub-newsgroup: ComputerBoF-Linux-subscribe@yahoogroups.com.
DOVE (the Doves) • C-BoF: Hurricanes, tornados, floods, fires,
disasters rarely give us notice when they will happen. The time
volunteers give is crucial. When finances are at crisis levels in many
organizations, the American Red Cross needs all the volunteer time
(and money) we can give. Join the DOVEs and partner with the Red
Cross to fill real needs. We’ll help train and pair you with the right
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disaster response activity, to satisfy your desire to help others and to
provide life-sustaining assistance. For info, visit www.dovebof.org or
contact Brian Houser at president@doveBoF.org or Don Klein at
membership@doveBoF.org (210-268-3931). Yearly dues: $10
Escapees Elk • C-BoF: You must be a member of a BPO Elks
Lodge to join. Meet at Escapades. (The BoF isn’t a lodge.) To
join, send $6 per year (checks payable to Escapees Elk BoF). To be
directed to an Elks lodge, send SASE to Membership Chairman, 230
Rainbow Dr., #13071, Livingston, TX 77399-2030. Visit www.escapees.com/escapees-elk-bof
Friends of Bill W: This group meets at Escapades and other Escapees gatherings. There are no dues or fees. Find a meeting or stay in
contact with each other while traveling. Contact Noble or Cyd, 238
Rainbow Dr., #13852, Livingston, TX 77399-2038. 404-578-0864.
noblecyd@reagan.com. To join this group, you will need a Facebook
account. Search for Cyd Wise (Livingston, TX) and send a friend request
to be added to the group.
Full-time Graduating Class: For those who have graduated from
part-time to full-time RVing. Informal group/no newsletter or officers.
Correspondence is via the Escapees Discussion Forum. Join your class
by visiting the forum at www.rvnetwork.com, select “Graduating to
Full-Time” and year of your class.
Genealogy: AKA SKP Genies. This group is all about friendship and
family history. Our quarterly newsletter has BoF news and educational
articles on research techniques and sources. SKP Genies Magic (a rally
and research trip hybrid) is held annually. Time-sensitive information
and advice are shared via a Yahoo! group. Contact Albert Taylor at
skpgenies@gmail.com or SKP Genealogy BoF, 142 Rainbow Dr.,
#4228, Livingston, TX 77399-1042.
Geocache: The Geocachers BoF provides a link enabling members to
be in touch with other SKP geocachers, share geocaching information,
learn from others and discover if other SKP geocachers are nearby.
The BoF hosts an annual multi-day rally in the Quartzsite, Arizona, area
in late January, featuring morning seminars and afternoon caching
outings. Communication is via Facebook or e-mail. No dues or fees.
To join, contact Wendy Hall, at skpgeocacheBoF@gmail.com. Include
your e-mail address, name(s), SKP #, phone # and, if you have one,
your geocaching handle.
Line Dancers Unite: Join for free to find line-dancing classes, rallies
and special events while you travel. Members contribute information
on a city-by-city basis. Also available are websites that feature linedance class locations and special events. No dues or newsletters. To
sign up, visit RVillage.com, click on “Groups” or “Search” and enter
“Line Dancers Unite.” In the left column on the Group homepage,
click “Join.” To read posts, click “Group Forum” at the top of the page.
Contact Margo Armstrong: Margo@TheMaxwellGroup.net
Military, Veterans and Gold Star Families: Provides opportunities
for fellowship, food and fun to those still serving, have served or the
families of service members in the United States and Canadian Armed
Forces. No dues and anyone wishing to join may contact Richard Strait at
EscapeesBOFMilitaryandVeterans@gmail.com.
NOMADS: Mission volunteers and individuals who travel with a purpose. A ministry of the United Methodist Church, specific to RVers who
wish to be involved in Christian service. Membership is not dependent
on church affiliation. Regular projects are three weeks, nationwide.
Disaster rebuild projects may be one week or more. Parking (including
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water, electric, dump) is furnished. A current projects list is posted on
the NOMADS Website, and is visible to members of NOMADS only,
but with nationwide sites. To join NOMADS: 866-466-6237 or visit
www.nomadsumc.org.
Penwheels: Quarterly newsletter inspires, encourages and assists
writers in all styles of writing, published or not. Join our new group
forum at RVilllage.com. Sign up for free. Then, click search or groups,
and enter “Penwheels” in the search field. Click “join group” to post.
Send your Escapees membership number to Joanne Alexakis (joalexakis@earthlink.net) to add your name to the e-mail newsletter list.
Contact Penwheels editor at margo@themaxwellgroup.net.
Pet Lovers: For people who love animals. All pets welcome. Please join
our Facebook Group and stay connected with animal loving Escapees
and get notices of occasional rallies and socials at Escapade. Juliet
Whitfield 970-729-2946 dogs@tailsfromtheroad.com www.facebook.
com/groups/EscapeesPetLovers
Prospecting and Metal Detecting: Share tips and information. To
join our Yahoo! group SKP-PandMD, contact Ken Parsons by e-mail
rwsp606@gmail.com. Roster and yearly newsletter. By e-mail, $5;
mailed, $15 a year. We get together yearly for a week of prospecting
and fun. Make checks payable to Peggy Devine, Treasurer, 2121 E
Keenan Way, Pahrump, NV 89048. kokopeggi@gmail.com
NEW! RVers With Telescopes BoF: Casual Group (No dues/
No Rules/No Newsletter) Are you an Escapee? Do you RV with
a telescope? Would you like to meet up and boondock with
other RVers with telescopes and enjoy some fellowship at dark
sky locations? Tucson and the Southwest area are a mecca for
astronomy geeks. Many RVers with telescopes find their way to
this area during the winter months. ‘RVers with Telescopes BoF’
plan to meet during the winter months at dark sky locations for
three to four nights of boondocking to share the love of their
hobby with each other. To sign up, visit RVillage.com, click on
“Groups” or “Search” and enter “RVers With Telescopes BoF.” In
the left column on the Group homepage, click “Join.” To read
posts, click “Group Forum” at the top of the page. Contact John
and Brenda Nejedlo: JohnandBrenda@GeoAstroRV.com

skpphotographers@gmail.com. Thank you Lou Petkus for all your hard
work getting the SKP Photographers BoF started. You will be missed.
SKP Wheels of Progress: Politically engaged moderates/progressives committed to constructively addressing public policy
at every level of government. By establishing relationships with
like-minded SKPs, we facilitate personal meetings. We strive to
broaden our understanding of issues, policies and candidates for
public office. We seek ways to strengthen our communities, nation
and world by using our influence to bring about positive change.
We use a closed Facebook group to connect and meet when we
can. No charge for membership. To join, send SKP# to Larry Butler
at techcfo@yahoo.com.
SOLOs • C-BoF: A group for single Escapees. Must be a current
member. Membership, $10/year. Three newsletters per year,
member-hosted gatherings and pre-Escapade rallies. Send check,
payable to Escapees SOLOs, with SKP#, mailing address, interests/
hobbies, e-mail and phone number to Escapees SOLOs, 1970 N. Leslie
St. #556, Pahrump, NV. 89060. Roy Kannada: royk1072@gmail.com.
SOWERs (Servants on Wheels: Ever Ready) A nondenominational
ministry of born-again believers. We combine our love of RVing and
service to our Lord as we volunteer to work with other Christian
ministries throughout the U.S. and Canada. From our listing of approved ministries, we choose the projects and months we work. www.
sowerministry.org.
Stonewall: Welcomes all gays, lesbians, bis, trans and their friends.
An informal group, we gather at Escapades, at Pride events and at
Quartzsite, Arizona, in January. Communication is online, so we can
meet each other as travels allow. Free to join/no newsletters, just good
times with great people! Contact Paul Wood at braveradventures@
yahoo.com.
The SKP UTV/ATV BoF: A group of like-minded people who like to
ride their UTV/ATV. If you have a UTV/ATV and like to ride responsibly while discovering different places to camp and ride, we are the
group for you. Open to all Escapees members in good standing. No
dues. Contact Carl Holttum: carlholttum@gmail.com or carlholttum@
yahoo.com

SKP Photographers: For all photographers, casual to serious. Our
goal is to help members have fun with photography and to improve
their skills through our free online newsletter, meetings at Escapades/
rallies and in-the-field photo outings at interesting locations. To join,
visit www.skpphotographers.com. Brock Brinkerhoff/Janine Vance,

Worldwide Travelers: We offer information about independent or RV
travel in countries around the world other than North America. Information
is shared through tips and travel reports. Free monthly e-newsletter.
To join, send your name, SKP# and e-mail address to Kathy Howe at
wwtnews@gmail.com.

C-BoF (Certified BoFs): Check the “Events Calendar” for a listing of group activities. For additional details, call their voice mail: 888-7577701 plus extension— (DOVE x8083, Escapees Elk x8082, SOLOs x8080). Look for the NEW! notice that signifies a new BoF has formed! BoF
correspondence, questions and magazine listing updates should be sent to BoF Coordinator, Lockie Sailer, 100 Rainbow Drive, Livingston, TX
77351-9300, faxed to 936-327-4388 or e-mailed to BoF@escapees.com.
ALL UPDATES MUST BE IN WRITING (TYPE, FAX OR E-MAIL) AND RECEIVED BY THE 10TH OF ODD-NUMBERED MONTHS. INCLUDE YOUR MEMBERSHIP NUMBER.
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Woodcarvers on Wheels: This group meets annually at North
Ranch, in Congress, Arizona, for a week-long workshop of carving,
pyrography and more. We enjoy gathering at Escapade and anywhere else our paths may cross. Sharing ideas, patterns, hints and
articles related to anything wood. To join, send your name, address,
SKP# and $5/year to John Ely, 3213 W. Main #279 Rapid City, SD
57702. Newsletter sent three times a year. Contact woodcarversonwheels@gmail.com.
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SKP Freethinkers: The focus of this BoF is information, support and
community for atheists, agnostics, skeptics and all those who reject
supernatural belief. This BoF serves as a virtual meeting place and
forum for like-minded SKPs. We have a Website with a forum, newsletter and private Facebook page. Media in electronic/membership
is free. Visit www.skpfreethinkers.com or contact Howard Replogle at
howardreplogle@SKPfreethinkers.com.
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THE BEST RV RALLY
YOU HAVEN’T HEARD OF (YET)

RVers crave real-world connections with others who
share a fondness for travel, adventure, self-discovery and
just plain fun. But this nomadic lifestyle often makes it
difficult to find and maintain such friendships.

T
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DAVID AND CHERYL GOLDSTEIN sold their house and most of their belongings and
hit the road as full-time RVers in their 40’ fifth-wheel in June 2016. They are Escapees
lifetime members and organized and hosted three Convergences as volunteers
before joining the club’s national staff as Hangouts directors in early 2019.

ESCAPEES

hat’s why, when we became full-time RVers, we joined the Escapees
RV Club. We quickly realized that no other RV membership organization emphasizes the importance of community like Escapees.
At Xscapers Convergences, we found other RVers from millennials
who are working to mid-lifers to active retirees. We all had a blast together
because of our shared interests and attitudes.
Convergences, due to their popularity, have attracted a much broader
demographic than originally intended. It became evident that Escapees RV
Club members needed other year-round, nationwide events with the same
winning combination of camaraderie, relaxed atmosphere, activity level and
affordable price point, but geared toward RVers who weren’t tied to working
during the day.
Escapees Hangouts meet these needs. Hangouts are five-to-10-day RV
rallies for active RVers, organized and planned by Escapees staff. Like at a
Convergence, activities at a Hangout may include hiking, kayaking, biking,
breweries and wineries, foodie tours and local festivals. Hangouts are
similarly laid back, with a schedule that includes organized activities, such as
campfires, potluck meals, as well as time for just “hanging out” with friends.
But Hangouts differ from Convergences in some significant ways. Rather
than dry-camping, Hangouts usually take place at a campground with
hookups. For this reason, the cost for a Hangout is generally higher—typically
in the $350-$400 range for a seven-day event. And unlike the non-workday
schedule for a Convergence, activities at a Hangout take place during the day
as well as the evenings.
Although Hangouts are open to all current Escapees members, these new
events particularly appeal to those who are active travelers with a flexible
daytime schedule. Many Hangout attendees have either retired early or
chosen to trade traditional working arrangements for more fulfilling pursuits
that they engage in while traveling. They may not always want to keep up
with the Xscapers, but they’re not ready to slow down yet either!
You can find information on all upcoming Hangouts at escapees.com/
hangouts. Sign up to receive email announcements of new Hangouts so that
you can grab your space before the events sell out.
We are excited to have Escapees Hangouts join all the other communityfocused activities—Convergences, HOPs, Escapade, BoF activities and
chapter events—that make the Escapees RV Club a vibrant organization.
Register for a Hangout soon; we’ll see you there!
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Let’s Get Together!
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A WORD FROM
OUR GROUP DIRECTOR
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Indicates that an Escapees Head Out
Program event is taking place at this
general location during 2019.
See pages 10–11 for more information.

JIMMY AND LOCKIE SAILER #130519, Chapter Directors

Greetings!

As the shelves fill with everything pumpkin spice flavored, don’t think that
all of the fun ends when summer draws to a close. Fall is the time of year
for those amazing chapter events, and you can find them all by going to the
calendar on pages 80-81. And don’t forget to flip over the page and check out
all of the special interest BoFs too! We’re sure that you’ll find groups, whether
chapters or BoFs, that will keep you busy right up to the first snowflake!
E-MAIL CHAPTERDIRECTORS@ESCAPEES.COM TO START A CHAPTER IN YOUR AREA.
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Visit www.escapees.com/chapters and click
on the chapter of your interest. You can
view details about a chapter, join a chapter
and pay chapter dues, if applicable. Yes! It is
that easy. As you travel, we invite you to get
to know Escapees in your area. Call us for
details and let’s get together.
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CALLING ALL CHAPTERS
Escapees Regional Groups

Contact the chapters’ voicemail, 888-757-7701 plus extension, for rally and luncheon information. See the map for a chapter near you.
CHAPTER
NAME

CHAPTER
PRESIDENT

PHONE
NUMBER

E-MAIL ADDRESS
+ EXTENSION #

888-757-7701

1

Golden Gate

Carolyn Cleaves

831-277-6007

ggchapter1@gmail.com

8001

2

Rocky Mtn. High

Linda Gilmore

303-349-8845

president@rockymtnhiskps.org

8002

3

Northeast

Cheryl Pease

413-628-4794

cupcake65@verizon.net

8003

5

Evergreen

Ron Hough

425-218-2839

escapeeschapter5@gmail.com

8005

6

Great Lakes

Mike Foley

616-862-8893

mfoley1505@sbcglobal.net

8006

8

Mexican Connection

Ed Dennis

408-603-0600

ed@ekdennis.com

8008

9

Oregon Trails

Rick De Young

541-315-2830

rrdeyoung@gmail.com

8009

10

Rainbow Chapter

David Horton

563-529-6181

dhorton2@aol.com

8010

11

Alamo Area SKPs

Ken Dixon

210-218-7656

kennethdixon01@att.net

8011

12

North Central

Ron Nelson

507-259-7528

ron.nelson98@gmail.com

8012

14

Lucky Rollers

George Leese

888-757-7701

bigbg62@yahoo.com

8014

16

Georiga Azaleas

Joe Maltese

706-594-9374

2jmaltese@att.net

8016

17

Ozark Chapter

Alvin Baker

918-740-4263

bakerskp17@gmail.com

8017

18

Maple Leaf

Howard Krakower

613-829-3587

howardkrakower@yahoo.com

8018

20

Mid Atlantic

Frank Simon

304-947-7689

pinoakfrank@yahoo.com

8020

21

Arizona Saguaros

Stuart Dutcher

520-403-1062

dutch1062@msn.com

8021

22

Van Islanders

Keith Ellison

250-746-7919

keithandsue@shaw.ca

8022

24

Gold Nugget

Jackie Friday

209-304-2483

fridaymj@att.net

8024

25

Shanty Shakers

Mike Formico

619 884-9069

mformico@cs.com

8025

26

Gulf Posse

Cushman Phillips

770-312-8871

cushman@cbphei.com

8026

29

Carolina Rovers

Craig Rickenbach

803-372-2998

carickenbach@gmail.com

8029

32

Verde Valley

Jeanne Nielsen

253-514-3680

beadyrags@yahoo.com

8032

33

BC Okanagan SKPs

Al Wejr

250-545-1359

alweege@gmail.com

8033

34

Columbia River SKPs

Michael Surratt

503-667-0819

mrat1945@frontier.com

8034

36

Erie Shores

Merle Cockayne

440-823-6214

gulleyjumper0208@yahoo.com

8036

Rogue Valley Rovers

Valerie Rasmusson

541-951-1972

vsr1954@aol.com

8037

Mother Lode

Sandy Thomason

209-984-5017

sandytom71@yahoo.com

8038

39

Wash-Pan

Bev Allenbaugh

509 925-3297

photogal@fairpoint.net

8039

41

NYSKPS

Marilyn Woodside

908-377-7765

lynhw15@gmail.com

8041

42

KEN/TENN

Ray Rountree

502-664-1080

rayretired44@aol.com

8042

44

Alberta Roamers

Gary Long

888-757-7701

chapter44rvclub@gmail.com

8044

45

Valley of the Sun

Dale Geary

602-799-5860

azdesertbum5@gmail.com

8045

46

Lincolnland

Marti Aanerud

708-642-0706

martijeen@hotmail.com

8046

47

Nor-Cal Gypsies

Nancy Voyles

530-357-4762

tsrnan@aol.com

8047

49

Badger SKPs

Ken Cerling

608-219-6239

cerlingconstruction@gmail.com

8049

51

Hoosier Neighbor

John Kereszturi

574-360-8226

kereszturi@sbcglobal.net

8051

52

Arkansas Diamonds

Don Tannehill

501-410-8950

tannehilld@sbcglobal.net

8052

57

Florida Sun Gators

Lynn Lunde

352-217-5168

lblunde@aol.com

8057

For more details about a chapter, visit www.escapees.com/chapters.
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EVENTS CALENDAR

Join us at one of these rallies or National events!
• Call the voicemail phone number (888-757-7701) + extension for specific directions to events.
• November/December deadline: September 10. The “Events Calendar” is reserved for chapter, certified BoF groups and National events. All submissions must be in writing.
• E-mail submissions to editor@escapees.com, or mail submissions to Escapees Magazine, 100 Rainbow Drive, Livingston, TX 77351.

DATES

LOCATION

HOST CHAPTER			

888-757-7701
EXTENSION #

SEPTEMBER 2019
02-07

BC

Canada, Courtenay, Seal Bay RV Park

22

8022

04-07

OR

Florence, Odd Fellows RV Park

09

8009

04-08

CA

Vacaville, Vineyard RV Park

47

8047

04-09

NM

Angel Fire, Angel Fire RV Resort

02

8002

05-08

BC

Canada, Christina Lake, Christina Pines RV Park

33

8033

05-08

MI

Hastings, Michawana Campground, 35th anniversary

06

8006

08-12

OR

Florence, Jesse T Jones Odd Fellows RV Park

34

8034

10-15

IN

Lebanon, Boone County Fairgrounds, fall rally

51

8051

12-15

NY

Corning, Ferenbaugh Campground

41

8041

16-20

WA

Winthrop, Pine Near RV Park

05

8005

16-18

CA

Yreka, Waiiaka RV Park

37

8037

23-27

CA

Manteca, French Camp RV Park

24

8024

23-27

GA

Jekyll Island, Jekyll Island Campground, Jekyll Island
Outdoor HOP

HOP/National

936-327-8873

23-27

Il

Knoxville, Galesburg East Campground

46

8046

24-28

KY

Bardstown, Whites Campground, Camp-out Rally

42

8042

03-06

CA

Lodi, Lodi Grape Festival Grounds

38

8038

03-06

NC

Asheville, Bear Creek RV Park

29

8029

04-13

NM

Albuquerque International Balloon Fiesta HOP

HOP/National

936-327-8873
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06-10

OR

Odell, Hood River Fairground

34

8034

09-12

OR

Charleston, Oceanside RV Park

37

8037

14-18

CA

Red Bluff, Durango RV Park

24

8024

15-17

AZ

Wilcox, Elks Lodge

21

8021

17-20

TX

Center Point/Kerrville, Old River Road RV Resort

11

8011

20-27

TX

Galveston, The Caribbean Cruise HOP

HOP/National/Cruise

855-757-8881

21-25

CA

Tecopa, Tecopa Hot Springs RV and Pool

14

8014

21-25

MS

Picayune, Sun Roamers RV Resort

26

8026

24-27

GA

Elko, Twin Oaks RV Park

16

8016

25-Nov 3

CA

Death Valley, Furnace Creek, 49ers Encampment

SOLOs BoF

8080

28-Nov 4

TN

Pigeon Forge, Smoky Mountains Hangout

Hangouts/National

936-327-8873

04-08

FL

Kissimmee, Sherwood Forest

57

8057

08-10

TX

Livingston, Rainbow’s End, RVers Boot Camp

National

936-327-8873

27-Dec 01

CA

Los Banos, Merced County Fairground

01

8001

01-05

CA

Rio Vista, Duck Island RV Park

38

8038

27-Jan 3

CA

Pasadena, Rose Parade HOP

HOP/National

936-327-8873

28-Jan 02

TX

Fredericksburg, New Year’s Hangout

Hangouts/National

936-327-8873

NOVEMBER 2019

DECEMBER 2019
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FOR XSCAPERS EVENTS, SEE PAGE 70.
DATES

LOCATION

HOST CHAPTER			

888-757-7701
EXTENSION #

JANUARY 2020
14

AZ

Quartzsite, Plomosa Road MM3, Escapees Happy Hour

15-19

FL

Tampa, Florida State Fairground, Florida RV SuperShow Escapees Booth/Koca

National

936-327-8873

936-327-8873

15-22

AZ

Quartzsite, Plomosa Road MM3

SOLOs BoF

8080

16-19

TX

Burnet, Big Chief RV Park

11

8011

18-26

AZ

Quartzsite, Big Tent Show

EscapeNVes Booth/Koca

936-327-8873

27-30

AZ

Quartzsite, La Paz Valley Road

Geocache BoF

skpgeocacheBoF@gmail.com

31-Feb 2

AZ

Congress, North Ranch, RVers Boot Camp

National

936-327-8873

BC

Mexico, San Felipe, Baja Mexico Hangout

Hangouts/National

936-327-8873

AZ

North Ranch, Bead, Polymer Clay & Mixed-Media

North Ranch Rainbow Park

928-427-3657

02-09

TX

Concan, Parkview Riverside RV Park

11

8011

16-19

SC

Myrtle Beach, Cypress Camping Resort

29

8029

FEBRUARY 2020
13-24

MARCH 2020
29-April 03

APRIL 2020

17-19

NV

Las Vegas, Arizona’s Charles RV Park, RVers Boot Camp

National

936-327-8873

20-24

FL

Winter Haven, Cypress Campground

57

8057

01-03

CA

Hemet, Golden Village Palms RV Rst, RVers Boot Camp

National

936-327-8873

17-29

AK

Anchorage, Alaska by Land, Sea and Train HOP

HOP/National/Cruise

855-757-8881

26-29

BC

Canada, Burton, Burton Historical Park Campground

33

8033

18-20

WY

Rocksprings, 60th Escapade, RVers Boot Camp

National

936-327-8873

21-26

WY

Rock Springs, Sweetwater Evnt Cmplx, Escapees 60th Escapade

Escapade/National

936-327-8873

CA

Hollister, Casa Da Fruta, Creekside

01

8001

MAY 2020

JUNE 2020

01-05

ESCAPEES

JULY 2020
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FOR MORE INFO ON ESCAPADE,
SEE PAGE 22.
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ALABAMA

RAINBOW PLANTATION | 14301 County Rd. 28, Summerdale, AL 36580
251-988-8132, Fax: 251-988-8142, plantation@escapees.com, www.escapees.com/rainbowplantation

$

ARIZONA

NORTH RANCH | 30625 Hwy. 89, Congress, AZ 85332
928-427-3657, Fax: 928-685-3695, northranch@escapees.com, www.escapees.com/northranch

$

FLORIDA

SUMTER OAKS RV PARK | 4602 County Rd. 673, Bushnell, FL 33513
352-793-1333, Fax: 352-793-5216, sumteroaks@escapees.com, www.escapees.com/sumteroaks

$

MISSOURI

TURKEY CREEK RV VILLAGE | 1376 US 65 Business S., Hollister, MO 65672
417-335-8004, Fax: 417-335-4644, turkeycreek@escapees.com, www.escapees.com/turkeycreek

$

NEW MEXICO

DREAM CATCHER RV PARK | 4400 E. Pine St., Deming, NM 88030
575-544-4004, Fax: 575-544-0944, dreamcatcher@escapees.com, www.escapees.com/dreamcatcher

TENNESSEE

RACCOON VALLEY | 908 E. Raccoon Valley Rd., Heiskell, TN 37754
865-947-9776, Fax: 865-947-9778, raccoonvalley@escapees.com, www.escapees.com/raccoonvalley

TEXAS

RAINBOW’S END | 140 Escapees Dr., Livingston, TX 77351
936-327-1279, Fax: 936-328-8168, rainbowsend@escapees.com, www.escapees.com/rainbowsend

24

$

$

22

$

24

$

26.50

$

144

$

132+

$

144

$

120

$

120

$

101

$

132
144

$

28.50

$

24

$

25

$

25

$

20

$

$

20

$

17.50

$

22
24

29

27.50
28.50

174

$

159

$

171

$

144
150

150
165
171

Monthly Nonmember

Monthly Member

Weekly Nonmember

Escapees RV Club owned and operated.

Weekly Member

Daily Member

RAINBOW PARKS

Daily Nonmember

MEMBER SECTION

360+

$

395+

340+

$

395+

360+

$

360

$

225+

$

350

$

340+
360+

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

395+

$

395

235+

$

395

$

$

395+
415+

$

SKP CO-OPS (ESCAPEES MEMBERS ONLY)

Owned and operated by individual member groups of Escapees.
ARIZONA

Magazine

CALIFORNIA

ESCAPEES

25

$

130

+ Elec
& tax

20

+ tax

$

23

Incl Elec

$

35

+ Elec

ROVERS ROOST | 3241 S. Montgomery Rd., Casa Grande, AZ 85193
520-426-3589, Fax: 520-421-0105, rovers_roost@yahoo.com, www.roversroost.com

$

KOFA KO-OP | 3750 E. County 17th St., Yuma, AZ 85365
928-344-0645, 928-344-0900, office@kofako-op.com, www.kofako-op.com

$

JOJOBA HILLS RESORT | 45120 Hwy. 79 S, Aguanga, CA 92536
951-767-9130, office@jojobahills.com, jojobahills.com

$

limited
$

FLORIDA

THE RESORT | 2219 SKP Way, Wauchula, FL 33873
863-735-1499, Fax: 863-735-1994, skpresortwauchula@gmail.com, fl-skp-resort.org Discounted rates 5/1 – 10/31

$

NEVADA

PAIR-A-DICE | 5150 Oakridge, Unit 2, Pahrump, NV 89048
775-727-7221, Fax: 775-727-3966, skppairadice@gmail.com

21-26

Incl Elec,
WiFi & CTV

20-23

+ Elec

20

$

Incl Elec

NEW MEXICO

THE RANCH | PO Box 109, Lakewood, NM 88254
575-457-2303, Fax: 575-457-2100, skpranch@pvtnetworks.net, skpranch.com

$

OREGON

TIMBER VALLEY | 800 S. State St., Sutherlin, OR 97479
541-459-4465, skptimbr@rosenet.net, www.timbervalleyskp.com

$

TEXAS

LONE STAR CORRAL | 131 Private Rd. 5240, Hondo, TX 78861
830-363-7623, Fax: 830-363-5110, info@lonestarcorral.com, lonestarcorral.com

$

WASHINGTON

EVERGREEN COHO | 2481 Anderson Lake Rd., Chimacum, WA 98325
360-385-6538, Fax: 360-379-5669, ecrskp@escapees.com, www.evergreencohoskprvpark.com

Incl CTV

+ Elec
& tax

110

+ Elec
& tax

100

+ Elec
& tax

325

+ Elec

+ Elec
& tax

-

-

-

-

-

-

112

+ Elec
Incl WiFi &
CTV

420

+ Elec
Incl WiFi &
CTV

140161

+ Elec

495575

+ Elec

$

-

125

Incl Elec

20

Incl Elec

$

22

Incl Elec

$

20

+ Elec

$

27.75

+ tax

$

Incl Elec

$

365

$

Incl CTV

$

$

The plus symbol (+) is used to indicate “plus electric.”
Additional charges may apply for 50-amp electric, pull-thru and additional occupants.
Prices are subject to change without notice. Contact parks for hours of operation and to verify rental fees before arrival.
Receiving mail at Escapees Parks: Route your mail to General Delivery, City, State and Zip Code. Verify zip code by calling 800-275-8777.
Availability of rental spaces at SKP Co-Ops depends on members putting their lots into a rental pool while they travel. During the popular season,
there may be few spaces left to rent. Call in advance to check the availability of rental sites.
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$

Incl CTV

PARK SIERRA | 45323 Park Sierra Dr., Coarsegold, CA 93614
559-658-8696, Fax: 559-683-2179, parkoffice@parksierra.net, www.parksierra.net
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SAGUARO CO-OP | 600 E. Saguaro Dr., #245, Benson, AZ 85602
520-586-7343, Fax: 520-586-4683, skpsaguaro@gmail.com, www.skpsaguaro.org

$

$

$

-

330

$

+ Elec

350

+Elec
& Tax

380

+ Elec

325

+ Elec

450

+ Elec

$

125

Incl Elec

132

Incl Elec

$

110

+ Elec

$

166.50

+ tax

$

Incl Elec

-

-

68

0

Pet Friendly

Dog Run

Laundry

Clubhouse

Activity Center

25

Reservations

99

WiFi

-

Storage

0

Dry-camping

107

Pull-thru

-

Lease Lots

ERPU Sites
22

50 AMP

87

30 AMP

-

55+ Park

# of Sites

MEMBER SECTION

Raccoon Valley: Heiskell, TN
Local songwriters meet every Tuesday night.
Thursday night, local jammers perform.
Jojoba Hills SKP Co-Op: Aguanga, CA
Join the fun of many social activities. Enjoy pickleball, tennis,
swimming, hiking, nightly games and Friday happy hour. Beaches
and desert are only an hour away. Sunset magazine calls nearby
Temecula "Disneyland for adults."

N
N

EVENTS

N

Pair-A-Dice SKP Co-Op: Pahrump, NV
First-time visitors receive a one-week stay for $75: Request at
check-in. Call ahead for availability. No reservations.

N

GPS: N36° 8.700'-W115° 58.000'

-

93

0

-

68

0

-

130

24

Park Sierra SKP Co-Op: Coarsegold, CA
Is Yosemite on your bucket list? Stay with us! Park Sierra is
25 miles from the southern entrance to Yosemite. Sequoia
and Kings Canyon National Parks are only a day-trip away! The
winter months are mild and the spring wildflowers are glorious.
First-time visitors can enjoy $50 off their first week’s stay! Visit
our website or call for reservations.

N

RoVers Roost SKP Co-Op: Casa Grande, AZ
Max site length is 40'. First-time Escapees visitors will receive
three days free when they pay for one week ($110 plus tax/elec).
Explore many activities from this central location. Activities
update provided at daily social hours. Visit the website or call for
details.
-

297 n/a

N

118

n/a

N

152

n/a

-

N
-

283 n/a
-

N

N

N

-

N

254 n/a
-

182

n/a

-

118

n/a

-

N

206 n/a

-

N

N

130

n/a

N

N

N

175

n/a

N

N

N

Only Escapees members may purchase an SKP Co-Op membership (when one is available), and that membership
entitles them to use a specified lot until they are deceased or sell the membership back to the corporation. Each SKP
Co-Op sets its own rules and is self-governing with a board of directors elected by the members. Members share in
the financial responsibilities of the SKP Co-Op. Operating expenses are shared equally among the membership by way
of an annual maintenance fee. Most SKP Co-Op sites have buildings and other improvements that may add several
thousand dollars to the buy-in price. Most also have a waiting list. Call individual parks for more information.

Lone Star Corral Co-Op: Hondo, TX
First-time Escapees visitors will receive 50% off one week stay
plus electric. Offer not valid for December or last full week in
February. Your extended stay will allow you to explore the San
Antonio area and Texas Hill Country. The park is only a 2- to
3-hour drive from the Gulf Coast and Mexico.
Timber Valley Co-Op: Sutherlin, OR
541-459-4465 • www.timbervalleyskp.com
Join us in Oregon’s banana belt. Large lots; more privacy.
Costco, 5 chain grocery outlets within 12 miles. Walk to
restaurants, churches; other amenities. Award-winning
wineries, fishing, forest trails and wildlife. Waterfalls, 50 miles;
ocean, 70 miles. Coupon on our website! Stay two nights, get a
third night free.
Evergreen CoHo: Chimacum, WA
Make your reservations now and explore Washington’s Olympic
Peninsula: art, biking, birding, breweries, casinos, cideries,
distilleries, farm tours, ferries to Victoria B.C. and Seattle,
unique festivals from accordion to wooden boat, hiking, kayaking,
music and concerts, wineries/wine routes, whale watching.

September/October 2019
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n/a

N

The Ranch SKP Co-Op: Lakewood, NM
Planning a trip to Carlsbad Caverns or the Guadalupe Mountains
National Park? We’re your place to stay. Large sites, reverse
Osmosis water. First-timers: $50 wk + elec and tax, 20% off for
returning visitors. Visit website for details and $50 coupon.
The Resort SKP Co-Op: Wauchula, FL
Where shorts are always in season and lifelong friendships
blossom. See our website for our many activities and amenities.
Then visit our active park in quiet south-central Florida.

-

128

Lease Lots at SKP Co-Ops

N

Saguaro SKP Co-Op: Benson, AZ
First-time visitors receive a week with a 50% discount, plus
elec./tax. Visit www.SKPSaguaro.org and click “Special Offers”
for details.

Marketplace
First
State
Bank

“When you need

to Escape

Just bring us along!”

Free Deposit Accounts • Online and Mobile Banking
E-Statements • 24 hour Telebanking/
Located 10 miles from Escapees RV Club
National Headquarters in Livingston, Texas
ATM at Escapees Rainbows End
4 Branches to Serve You
Livingston Main & West • Shepherd • Onalaska

Equal Housing
Lender

www.fsblivingston.com
936-327-5211 or 800-364-5211

Financial StrategieS
For eScapeeS

SERVING OUR COMMUNITY

SINCE 1902

936-327-1234 or 800-324-9279

Each depositor insured
to at least $250,000.

Your retirement will likely last 20 years.
Will you have 20 years worth of money?
• LICeNSeD financial consultants
• Free no-obligation consultation
• Thousands of options
• Offices located at Rainbow’s End
HeatHer Brown, SKp #116551

Multigenerational wealth Strategies
800-260-1615
COMMERCIAL

MEMBER

EQUAL HOUSING

Magazine

LENDER

www.fnblivingston.com

Professionally

Guided RV
Vacations

800-952-8496
FantasyRVTours.com

ESCAPEES
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Download our App for your mobile
device or visit us on the web at

100 Rainbow Drive
Livingston, TX 77351
hbrown@mgenwealth.com

www.mgenwealth.com

Securities offered through Securities America, Inc., Member
FINRA/SIPC. Advisory Services offered through Securities
America Advisors, Inc. Branch 575471: 100 Rainbow Drive,
Livingston, TX 77351. Tax and insurance services offered
through Multigenerational Wealth Strategies, LLC, which is
not affiliated with Securities America Companies. Legal services offered through Loring & Associates, PLLC, which is not
affiliated with Securities America Companies.

SKP BADGES
& ENGRAVING
Badge designs
starting at just $5
• Custom badge dangles
• Standard pin backs or optional magnetic clasps
• A wide selection of badge color options
• Special options for enamel pins

Call for a FREE

RV Travel Guide

Alaska • Mexico • Canada • USA • Overseas
September/October 2019

For special orders or custom engraving
jobs, call 936-327-8873 or visit the
Website for more information.

www.escapees.com/store

Marketplace

WELCOME THESE NEW
COMMERCIAL MEMBERS

OUR ADVERTISERS PROVIDE

RV-related services that you can use!
Adventure Caravans......................................................................CM# 35.................................35.
Alaska Excursion Caravan..........................................................CM# 901...............................29

RVANYTIMEANYWHERE.COM CM #929
626-825-1676
HUGHES AUTOFORMERS CM #930
714-382-3861
DFW RV ROOF - FLEXARMOR CM #931
817-692-2696
RVTRAVEL.COM CM #932
425-218-5142
CONNECTED RV CM #933
763-439-7555
1NAMEBADGE CM #934
559-826-0789

COMMERCIAL

MEMBER

Advertising Opportunities
with Escapees RV Club
Join the unique advertising opportunities provided by
Escapees RV Club. Place your product/service before a
large, dynamic and well-established RV community with
regular advertising. Visit www.escapees.com/advertise,
call 936-327-8873 or e-mail commercialmembership@
escapees.com for information.

ARPC, LLC.............................................................................................CM# 748..............................49
Central Florida RV Center.........................................................CM# 740..............................43
Classified Ads...........................................................................................................................................86
Day’s End Journal and Directory...............................................................................................30
DFW RV Roof.......................................................................................CM# 931...............................43
Dish for MY RV...................................................................................CM# 847.................................5
Fantasy RV Tours.............................................................................CM# 830..............................84
First National Bank.........................................................................CM# 126...............................84
First State Bank...............................................................................CM# 45.................................84
Giraffe G4 .............................................................................................CM# 660.............................49
Lifeline Batteries, Inc......................................................................CM# 887..............................25
Marketplace..............................................................................................................................................84
Miller Insurance.................................................................................CM# 285..............................29
Multigenerational Wealth Strategies...............................CM# 13..................................84
Passport America Club.....................................................................................................................17
RVillage.........................................................................................................................................................84
RV Comfort Systems, LLC ........................................................CM# 806.............................49
RV Driving School............................................................................CM# 3....................................84
RV Roofing Solutions...........................................................................................................................19
RV Solar Electric...............................................................................CM# 28.................................49
RVTravel.com.......................................................................................CM# 932.............................84
RVer’s Ultimate Survival Guide book..............................................................................................8

Sign Up

RVs for Less...............................................................................................................................................21
SkyMed....................................................................................................CM# 85..................................21
The RVers TV Show.......................................................................................................................Cover

Be the first
to know!

Transfer Flow......................................................................................CM# 908...............................13
Wholesale Warranties...............................................................................................................Cover
Workamper, Inc..................................................................................CM# 14..................................25

Escapees CARE, Inc.............................................................................................................................24

MEMBER NEWS

E-MAILS

Escapees Commercial Members...............................................................................................85
Escapees Discount Parks...............................................................................................................85
Escapees Job Board...........................................................................................................................29
Escapees Membership Application..................................................................... Back Cover
Escapees Roadside Assistance......................................................................................................9
Escapees RVers Boot Camp.........................................................................................................39
Escapees RVer’s Good Neighbor Policy................................................................................88
Escapees SmartWeigh Program..................................................................................................8
Escapees Tire Discount....................................................................................................................43

WWW.ESCAPEES.COM

Escapees Veterans Discount Program................................................................................87
Xscapers.....................................................................................................................................................68
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FOR ESCAPEES

Escapees Club News..........................................................................................................................85

ESCAPEES

Advertising
Escapees Badges and Engraving...............................................................................................84

Classified Ads

SELL
IT OR BUY IT!
• Noncommercial classified ads: $20 minimum/base rate: up to 6 lines includes special title. Lines 7–12: $4 per line plus base rate. Over 13 lines:
$20 per line plus 7–12 and base rate. Six lines including photo: $50 ($4 per additional line. Over 12 lines: Additional fees apply.)
• Commercial classifieds: $20 per line, 5-line minimum, 5 percent discount for 6 issues or more.
(To estimate length of ad lines, 35 characters and spaces equal one line.)
• To send ad copy: Mail your typed submission and payment to Escapees Magazine, Attn: Classified Ads, 100 Rainbow Drive, Livingston, TX
77351-9300, or send it, with a credit card number, to 936-327-4388 (fax) or e-mail advertising@escapees.com.
• Copy deadlines: (Subject to space availability) J/F-Nov. 10 • M/A-Jan. 10 • M/J-March 10 • J/A-May 10 • S/O-July 10 • N/D-Sept. 10
HOME BASE
Linda Stevens—REALTOR-C21 AzWest
North Ranch • LindasellsAz@msn.com

RIGS FOR SALE

2014 Thor Tuscany XTE 36MQ: 16,000 miles, 360 Cummins,
Freightliner chassis, 4 slides, 4 TVs, residential refrigerator, w/d.
$145,000. 352 206-3701, ghcarr@juno.com.

Small Lots:
L-348 Landscaped Vacant Lot $53K
L-349 Prk AZ Great Rm $84,200 New Low Price
L-434 Landscaped RV HU W/D HU+ Water Heater
+shower in shed Borders “BigSandyLake” $57K
Large Lots:
Lg Lot-70 Explore the possibilities .26Ac Tandem RV HU,
Trees, Shed, 20x32 Insulated Entertainment Bldg CASH $77K
Call for More and New Listings or Call to List
Linda Stevens 928-232-9060
SKP 30347 • www.CongressMoves.com
ARIZONA RV HOMES.COM: New, smaller custom homes
from $190K with F-HU RV parking inside a 22'x52' garage, and
additional F-HU outside guest pad. Boating, off-roading and casinos
nearby. Only 2 hours from Las Vegas. Great home base or snowbird
retreat. 928-768-2900 or arizonarvhomes.com. Ron Bernstein,
Broker/Developer.

Magazine

1996 Teton Homes Fifth-Wheel: San Diego model, $8,000.
Too many extras to list. 2000 Kenworth model T2000:
$18,000. Odometer reads 717354 miles. Too many extras
to list. Will sell together or separate. For more information, call
Jeffery Clague 530-941-4191

ESCAPEES
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Home For Sale By Owner: Summerdale, Alabama, Rainbow
Plantation $275K All brick/vinyl trim/custom metal roof (with
lifetime guarantee), built 2002, 2036 sf, 3br/2ba, open
plan, great room with cathedral ceiling and fireplace, dining,
kitchen, breakfast nook, RV port with FHU, 12X24 storage
bldg, with E/W and toilet. Fully fenced backyard with elec
gate. Lots of extras. Contact Charles or Glenda 251-9786886 or email cb.gb.durango@gmail.com
TX—Sargent: Two full-hookup RV lots for rent. Each lot is 50'x100'.
One mile from the gulf and one-half mile from marina and boat launch.
Daily, weekly or monthly rates. 979-429-1759.

September/October 2019

Bus Conversion For Sale: MCI-9, Detroit 6V92 engine,
5-spd trans, Aquahot heat/hot water, 10 KW diesel gen, 3 roof
ACs, 30 gal propane tank, RV stove and refrigerator, micro,
washer/dryer, rear-view camera, about 150 gal fresh water/150
gal waste water, 2400 watt inverter/charger, solar panels.
$65,000. Call Frank 830-928-2303.

Final Journeys

FINAL JOURNEYS

Farewell to our Escapees Friends
PRODUCTS

FOR THE BEST IN RV SANITATION: 			
Blue Streak Automatic Chemical Dispenser 			
www.bluestreakchem.com
LUNATEC®: Self-cleaning washcloths and odor-free dishcloths
are amazing. They have less bacteria, no smell and offer
convenience. Ideal for RVs and homes. Live healthier. 858-653-0401.
www.lunatecgear.com
LUNATEC®: Aquabot® turns water bottles into misters and highpressure sprayers. Cool you and your pets, hydrate and clean gear.
www.lunatecgear.com
Pull Start Fire: Start your fire in any weather, with any wood. Whether
it’s snowing or pouring rain, no matter how wet or frozen your wood,
PULL START FIRE simply and safely starts your fire
every time. Eco-friendly and safe for cooking, a
single PULL START FIRE burns 2.5 times hotter
than all the rest and lasts a full 30 minutes.
Whether you are camping, vanning, RVing,
hiking or lighting a patio fire, this lightweight
firestarter takes the hassle out of starting your
fire. With PULL START FIRE you can get on
with the good stuff. Firestarter 3-Pack $17.99
www.pullstartfire.com
Rok-it!: Blends unparalleled comfort and style, making it the ultimate adventure companion. With the
Rok-it by your side, you can sit back and enjoy
the journey wherever you go. This portable rocker
folds down and can easily fit into the carry bag
making it easy to store with your other camping
gear. The chair also has padded armrests and a
flip-out cupholder. This collapsible rocking chair will
keep you cool with the mesh back, and the custom rear
chair feet help you rock smoothly all day long. $60 www.kijaro.com

Guthrie, Jim #53158-June 20, 2019: (Sharon, 5150 Oakridge,
Unit 79, Pahrump, NV 80048). Jim died at age 78 after an
extended fight and many complications from a fall on January 17.
He loved his 16 years of full-time RVing and 8 years of managing
Escapees Rainbow Parks.
Harris, Virginia Ann (Ginny) #11113-June 13, 2019: Ginny
and her husband, Ken, were active Escapees members and
Escapade Directors. Ginny enjoyed many activities with her family
of friends while living at Rainbow Plantation in Summerdale,
Alabama. (Reported by Jonathan Weaver)

We appreciate notification of the deceased by caring friends;
however, please obtain permission from a spouse or family
member before submitting a notice for publication. Send notices
to: Escapees Magazine, 100 Rainbow Drive, Livingston, Texas 77351
OR E-MAIL DEPARTMENTSEDITOR@ESCAPEES.COM.

VETERANS

DISCOUNT PROGRAM

SAVE

5

% JOIN!
When You

For more information, visit

WWW.ESCAPEES.COM/VETERAN
or call 888-SKP-CLUB
September/October 2019
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TikiTunes: Portable 5-watt speaker offers 6 hours of
continuous playtime from any wireless compatible
device with its built-in 2000 mAh rechargeable
battery. Connect up to two speakers using dual
sync capabilities from a maximum distance of 30
feet for a true stereo sound. The warm LED ambient
light emits a flickering, atmospheric light providing
the perfect ambiance for evenings spent outdoors or a
cozy night in. $39.99 www.pullstartfire.com

Arnold, Jack #6186-May 26, 2019, Marilyn-March 2013:
Jack and Marilyn helped to establish The Resort SKP Co-Op in
Wauchula, Florida, many years ago and were some of the first
managers of the park. They were active in Escapees for many
years. (Reported by friends Wayne and Beth Roberts #12463)

ESCAPEES

Simply Shredz: Shredz is basically ready-toeat pulled pork in a bag. It is made using a
patent-pending process that allows for the meat
to be dried while retaining its natural texture and
flavor. It is fully cooked and can be enjoyed right
out of the bag, but when it is added to any type
of soup or sauce base, it absorbs the moisture and
instantly takes the form of delicious slow-cooked
pulled pork. Our product has no MSG, preservatives or
hormones, and is aligned with “good-for-you” ingredient trends. There
is currently nothing like it on the market. $5.99 www.simplyshredz.com

The Escapees RV Club expresses
sincere condolences to the families
and friends of deceased members.

Preserve the privilege of overnight parking.
Follow the code and encourage others to follow it, too!

Overnight Parking Etiquette

RVERS GOOD NEIGHBOR POLICY
Dear Fellow RVers,
The Good Neighbor Policy was created in the early 90s by Escapees RV Club. Since then, it
has become the industry standard code of conduct for overnight parking. We hope that the
Good Neighbor Policy serves as a reminder that RVers must be respectful of the communities
they visit.
Some of the most respected RV consumer clubs have joined Escapees to support your
privilege to park on private businesses’ property overnight under the following code of
conduct:
Industry-sanctioned Code of Conduct
(RVers Good Neighbor Policy)
1. Stay one night only!
2. Obtain permission from a qualified individual.
3. Obey posted regulations.
4. No awnings, chairs or barbecue grills.
5. Do not use hydraulic jacks on soft surfaces (including asphalt).
6. Always leave an area cleaner than you found it.
7. Purchase gas, food or supplies as a form of thank you, when feasible.
8. Be safe! Always be aware of your surroundings and leave if you feel unsafe.
If your plans include touring the area, staying for more than one night, or necessitate
conduct not within the code, please relocate to a local campground. It’s the right thing to do!

88

Most of the complaints lodged regarding RV parking on business parking lots have to do
with aesthetics and perceived abuse of the privilege. There are a variety of competing
interests that were balanced to arrive at this industry-sanctioned code of conduct. As you
can see, the code of conduct is nothing more than an RVers “Good Neighbor” policy.
Not following the code has serious consequences and is detrimental to the rights of all
RVers. Already, some municipalities have passed ordinances to prohibit parking on private
business property overnight.
Please do not take offense to this letter; it is only provided as a reminder that RVers must
be perceived as good neighbors or there will be more pressure to institute state, county
and local ordinances to prohibit parking on private business property.
We wish you safe and happy travels,

Download a copy of the RVers Good Neighbor Policy at www.escapees.com/rv-advocacy

SOMETHING THIS GOOD
SHOULD BE SHARED...
MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS
Adventure, Education and Support Services

Association Specials

• Mail Forwarding Service with scanning option (domicilecompliant addresses in Texas, Florida and South Dakota)
• Strong RV advocacy coalition (protecting RVers’ rights)
• Escapees Maps (plan your trip online)
• Escapees Job Board (looking for work or looking for hire)
• Escapees magazine (digital versions and archives online, too!)
• Escapade (annual Escapees club rally with education and social
opportunities)
• RVers Boot Camp (fundamental RV training)
• SmartWeigh (accurate and detailed RV-weighing service)
• Member News (biweekly updates on events, benefits, and articles)
• RVers Online University (reliable, online RV education)
• RVNetwork.com (discussion forum for all RV-related topics)
• HOPs (unique land, sea and air adventures with Escapees)
• Chapters and BoF groups (fun ways to meet other RVers)
• Online “Articles and Blogs” section (2000-plus articles)
• Hangouts (meet up with other Escapees for fun, active experiences)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Escapees Roadside Assistance
Product discounts on tires, batteries, and more
RV insurance (full-time RV specialists)
Financial and legal services
Service discounts
Opportunities for additional savings through partnerships with
other RV clubs and organizations
• CARE (rest, recover and recuperate)

A Comprehensive RV Park System
• Rainbow Parks—friendly, clean and fun. Reservations available.
• An extensive network of parks across North America, offering
Escapees members 15-50% off overnight rates
• Overnight parking options offered by Escapees members
• Home-base options, plus short- and long-term parking/leases

www.escapees.com

ONLY

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION | INFORMATION REQUEST

Mail this form to Escapees RV Club • 100 Rainbow Drive • Livingston, TX 77351 • 936-327-8873 • or visit www.escapees.com

$399*5
TODAY!
JOIN

I’m simply requesting an information kit and FREE copy of Escapees magazine.
Payment information not required.
New Members
I am enclosing my annual membership fee of $39.95 (Canada and Mexico, add $10). All payments in U.S. currency.

Name: ________________________________________________________________________________________ (Your address will not be sold.)
Last				First			Partner

Permanent mail address: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
			

Street					

City			

State		

Zip

My e-mail address: ________________________________________________________________ Contact phone #: _______________________________
I prefer the digital Escapees magazine and would like to opt out of the printed copy.
Include my address in the members-only membership directory:
Please contact me about my local chapter:

Yes

No		

Yes

Yes

No

No
Subscribe me to Club News e-mails:

Yes

No

How did you hear about Escapees? ________________________________________________________________________
Type of RV:

Motorhome

Check #: __________ Credit:

Fifth-wheel
Visa

M/C

Travel trailer

Other _____________________________________________

Discover Card #__________ __________ __________ __________ Exp _______/_______

* With the exception of
the veterans’ discount,
this special rate cannot be
combined with other offers.

100 Rainbow Drive, Livingston, TX 77351-9300
888-SKP-CLUB • www.escapees.com
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